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Abstract 

 

 Naturally derived anisotropic nanomaterials such as cellulose nanocrystals (CNC) are an 

intriguing material for biosensors due to their exceptional mechanical properties, nanoscale 

structure, and sustainability. However, relatively little is known about antibody immobilization on 

CNC; this is particularly true for the commonly available CNC that are produced by sulfuric acid 

extraction from woody biomass. The main objective of this research was to develop a multi-step 

reaction scheme to immobilize model cancer antibodies on the surfaces of CNC in a liquid 

dispersion and compare the results to a previously established method for immobilizing antibodies 

on solid CNC films. An additional objective was to understand whether the modified CNC could 

be used as probe for the cancer detection of the corresponding antigens.  

All of the surface modifications were performed using 3-aminopropyl-triethoxysilane 

(APTES) and glutaric anhydride (GA) chemistry. This was followed by the immobilization of the 

following primary monoclonal antibodies: alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) antibody, which is used in liver 

cancer detection, prostate-specific antigen (PSA) antibody which is used in prostate cancer 

detection, and carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) antibody which is used in ovarian cancer 

detection. To the best of author’s knowledge, quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation 

monitoring (QCM-D) has never been used before for characterizing or analyzing the sensing 

performance of the antibody-immobilized CNC. In this work, QCM-D was used to follow each 

step of the immobilization scheme and antigen-binding in real time. QCM-D also enabled 

quantification of the amounts of antibody and antigen-binding. In addition, thermal gravimetric 

analysis (TGA) and Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR), coupled TGA-FTIR, and 
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microscopy methods were used to characterize the results of each step in the protocol. In addition, 

fluorescence anisotropy (FA) was used to explore the selectivity of the antibody-antigen binding.  

 All antibodies were successfully immobilized on both dispersed CNC and CNC films. 

While immobilization on the films was the simpler, greater immobilization and antigen-binding 

were achieved on dispersed CNC. This is attributed to the accessibility of the entire CNC surface 

area for functionalization in the dispersions; in contrast only the outermost CNC surfaces were 

accessible in the solid films. However, APTES functionalization of dispersed CNC tended to result 

in cross-linking and aggregation; this was mitigated by running the reaction at relatively dilute 

conditions. The extent of aggregation was characterized using optical microscopy, scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM) with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). In terms of 

differences between the model antibodies, CEA antibody showed the highest affinity to its 

immunogen (CEA) whereas the antibodies PSA and AFP showed cross-reactivities with other 

antigens from the QCM-D and FA results. 

 This research provides novel insights into the challenges and benefits of immobilizing 

antibodies on CNC using different approaches and provides a framework for detailed analysis of 

the process using QCM-D in addition to more standard analytical techniques. This pioneering 

research study also highlights the promise of using antibody immobilization on CNC for biomarker 

detection using piezo-based methods such as QCM-D and microcantilever arrays.   
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

 

Cancer is the second leading cause of death in the United States and most developing 

countries.1, 2 Early diagnosis of the disease has been found to be pivotal for the successful treatment 

of the disease.2-4 On the other hand, lack of rapid and economical diagnostic techniques for 

successful biomarker detection is also a key factor for cancer-causing mortalities.5 During the past 

decade, point-of-care (POC) biosensor devices have emerged as a powerful tool in this front, 

enabling real-time, rapid, label-free, sensitive and economic detection of the disease biomarkers.6 

Nanomaterial probes, due to their high surface area to volume ratios, provide numerous 

immobilized detection sites for the target biomarker.6 With this motivation, the main goal of this 

thesis was to develop antibody immobilized cellulose nanocrystal-based biosensor probes via a 

multi-step reaction scheme in dispersion for the detection of model cancer biomarkers.  

In this research, wood-based sulfuric acid hydrolyzed cellulose nanocrystals (CNC) were 

used to demonstrate sensitive detection of the model cancer biomarkers namely alpha-fetoprotein 

(AFP), prostate-specific antigen (PSA), and carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) used in the liver, 

prostate, and ovarian cancer detection respectively. Naturally derived CNC are unique materials 

due to their high aspect ratios (10-70),7 high specific surface area (150 m2/g),8 impressive 

mechanical properties such as high strength and modulus (10 and 150 GPa, respectively),9 and 

biodegradability. CNC are also considered benign and biocompatible as compared to similar high-

performance materials.10 However, CNC have some limitations for use in industry and high-

performance applications. The most relevant drawback here is that the materials assembled from 

CNC which were extracted using sulfuric acid hydrolysis lack hydrolytic stability needed for 

applications requiring immersion in aqueous solutions. Other extraction methods can result in 
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better hydrolytic stability but poor dispersibility during processing.11-14 Both of these issues can 

impact the bulk mechanical properties of solid materials assembled from CNC.12   

In the case of CNC produced by sulfuric acid hydrolysis of cellulose, ~ 30% of the native 

hydroxyl (-OH) groups are replaced with negative sulfate half esters (-OSO3
-) 15; the remaining –

OH groups are available for typical functionalization schemes such as cationization, acetylation, 

oxidation, and silylation. Silylation improves the hydrolytic stability of solid CNC materials  and 

various processes have been developed by the researchers to graft silane onto the CNC using19-21 

but most of them involve tedious22 and hazardous steps. In this study, 3-aminopropyl-

triethoxysilane (APTES) functionalization was performed on the CNC. APTES was chosen as it 

is highly reactive, less toxic, economical, and because of its amino group (-NH2). APTES is one 

of the most standard reagents used for the immobilizing antibodies and other biomolecules. 

Additional background on CNC and their modification is in Chapter 2, and the methodologies for 

the CNC modification and characterization are presented in Chapter 3. 

For the dispersed CNC, the rapid polymerization reaction that occurs between CNC and 

APTES can result in aggregation and crosslinking. After multiple trials, this issue was largely 

resolved by running one of the possible functionalization methods at relatively dilute conditions. 

The resulting APTES modified CNC from each methodology were labeled accordingly. The 

APTES reaction was followed by further surface modification with GA (glutaric anhydride), which 

acts as an organo-linker for the successful immobilization of the model cancer antibodies. The GA 

modification also retards the denaturation or accidental removal of the immobilized antibody from 

the CNC-APTES surface during further processing.23 After the reaction with GA, the antibodies 

for the model biomarkers were immobilized: anti-alpha-fetoprotein (antiAFP), anti-prostate-

specific antigen (antiPSA), and anti-carcinoembryonic antigen (antiCEA). Finally, the antiCEA, 
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antiAFP and antiPSA immobilized CNC were reacted with their respective antigens namely CEA, 

AFP and PSA. After each step of the process, a detailed characterization of the resulting materials 

were performed using analytical tools such as optical microscopy, fluorescence microscopy, 

scanning electron microscopy with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM/EDS), 

goniometry, and thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA), Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy 

(FTIR), and coupled TGA-FTIR. These and other results are explained in Chapter 4.  

In addition, to the previously listed techniques, quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation 

monitoring (QCM-D) analysis was performed to monitor the modification steps and quantify 

antibody and antigen-binding. The advantages of the QCM-D result from its ability to provide a 

real-time analysis of a reaction and sensitive detection of the mass of each layer adsorbed. In one 

study, the antibody immobilized dispersions were spin-coated on to QCM-D mass sensors (also 

known as Qsensors), introduced into QCM-D chambers and the respective antigen solutions were 

passed through the sensor surfaces. In a different approach, the CNC dispersions were first spin-

coated on the Qsensors which were then introduced into QCM-D for all the series of reactions with 

reagents (APTES, GA, antibody and antigen). This was known as the film modification scheme 

on CNC which had similar reaction parameters as dispersion modification. QCM-D was used to 

compare the antigen detection capabilities of the dispersion modified and film modified CNC. 

Both film and dispersion modification schemes on CNC resulted in antibody immobilization, but 

greater immobilization and antigen-binding were achieved on dispersed CNC. This is attributed to 

the accessibility of the entire CNC surface area in the dispersions. However, film modification 

scheme was the simplest as compared to the dispersion modification on CNC. Based on the QCM-

D results, the antibody CEA detected its immunogen which is the antigen CEA with highest 
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affinity as compared to the other two antibodies which are AFP and PSA in the dispersion 

modification scheme.  

In addition, since the antibodies used had fluorescent probes attached to them, fluorescence 

imaging was performed to compare the change in fluorescence intensities between the GA-

modified CNC and antibody-immobilized CNC. Fluorescence anisotropy (FA) was used to 

confirm the antigen-binding with its respective antibody surface for all the three biomarker cases. 

The differences in anisotropy between the antibody immobilized CNC and the ultimate antigen 

bound CNC dispersions allowed to discern whether the antigen detection reactions were 

successful.  

QCM-D and FA were also used to understand the specificity of each antigen to its 

immunogen, and to evaluate the cross-reactivity behaviors of the antibodies towards other 

antigens. In QCM-D, the dispersion-modified, antibody immobilized CNC surfaces were prepared 

by spin coating on the Qsensors. They were then tested individually for their specificity/cross-

reactivity by passing all the three antigens in situ. Similarly, FA was also used to check for the 

changes in anisotropy values between the antibody-immobilized CNC and antigen immobilized 

CNC. To facilitate this analysis, each of the antibody-immobilized CNC dispersions were reacted 

with other antigens instead of its immunogen. This technique was also used to measure the 

fluorescence intensities of all the samples namely after GA, antibody-antigen reactions (including 

cross-reactions). The specificity was confirmed based on the highest increase in anisotropy in case 

of an antibody-immunogen (specific antigen) pair as compared to antibody-other antigen pair. 

From the QCM-D specificity experiments, only the antibody CEA was specific to its immunogen 

CEA. Antibody AFP cross-reacted with CEA and PSA; and antibody PSA cross-reacted with CEA. 

This was also confirmed from the FA measurements, where the antibody CEA showed highest 
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affinity to its antigen CEA from the highest increase in anisotropy while the other antibodies 

showed cross-reactivity behaviors. 

To the best of the author’s knowledge, this work provides the first detailed insights into 

CNC modification for the detection of cancer biomarkers. Chapter 5 provides a summary of the 

conclusions from this research and suggestions for future research. It also describes the challenges 

and advantages of CNC-based biosensors and their potential application in point-of-care 

diagnostics.  
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Chapter 2. Background 

 

2.1. Cellulose  

Cellulose, a tough fibrous carbohydrate polymer (polysaccharide) is the most abundant 

renewable polymer on earth.24 About fifty percent of natural biomass is comprised of cellulose.25, 

26 The chemical formula is (C6H10O5) n, where n ranges from 10000 to 15000 and depends on the 

source material from which cellulose is extracted. It consists of 1,4-anhydro-D-glucopyranose 

units as depicted in (Figure 1) and the chain has a flat ribbon-like conformation.27 The tensile 

strength of cellulose is on par with the commercial fibers such as carbon fiber.28 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Schematic representation of the chemical structure and intra-, inter-molecular hydrogen 

bonds in cellulose.29 

 

The cellulose comes in various forms such as microcrystalline cellulose and 

nanocrystalline cellulose, etc. Nanocellulose based materials are perceived to have a great potential 

in revolutionizing the domain of point-of-care (POC) diagnostics.30-33 As the name suggests, 
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nanocellulose has one or more dimensions in the nanometer range (<100 nm).34, 35 There are 

various nanomaterials that come under the family of nanocellulose.36 Among these, the rod-like 

cellulose nanocrystals (CNC) which are commonly extracted through chemical treatments such as 

acid hydrolysis from cellulose have gained tremendous popularity in the sustainable biosensing 

applications over the last decade.37, 38 

 

2.2. Cellulose nanocrystals (CNC) 

 CNC can be isolated from various cellulose sources such as micro-organisms (bacteria, 

fungi, algae); bio-based materials (wood, flax, cotton, hemp) and even sea animals such as 

tunicates.28, 34, 37-41 One of the most attractive property of CNC is their high aspect ratio; the specific 

value is dependent on the source from which they are extracted. Table 1 presents the range of 

aspect ratios of CNC extracted from each of these sources. CNC represent the most highly 

crystalline fraction of cellulose with the degree of crystallinity in the range of 54-88 % depending 

on the source type and extraction process.34 The CNC are very rigid and stiff for this very reason. 

The CNC derived from tunicates are known to have the highest crystallinity values.34 

 

Table 1 Aspect Ratio of cellulose nanocrystals (CNC) Derived from Different Sources.42 

 

 Source Length (nm) Width (nm) Aspect Ratio 

Bacterial 640–1070 12–22 50 

Cotton   100–30 4–10 29 

Flax   100–500 10–30 15 

Ramie 150–250 6–8 29 

Sisal  150–350 3–5 62 

Tunicate (Sea animal) 500–2000 10–20 83 

Wood 100–200 3–15 17 

 

Cellulose fibers can be converted to CNC by a two-stage isolation method. For the cellulose 

sources such as wood, plant etc. a pre-treatment and homogenization steps are required to remove 
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hemicellulose, lignin, etc. (matrix material) and isolation of cellulose fibres.43 In the second stage, 

the purified cellulose and its crystalline components are separated. There is a range of methods to 

isolate CNC from its source including mechanical treatment44-46 chemical treatment (acid 

hydrolysis)44, 45, 47 and enzymatic hydrolysis.44, 45 When treated with  acids,  the amorphous regions 

in the cellulose get preferentially disintegrate as a result of the difference in the kinetics of the 

hydrolysis between amorphous and crystalline domains of cellulose.47 The mechanism involves 

protonation of the glucosidic oxygen followed by dissociation of glucosidic bonds (hydrolytic 

cleavage) in the amorphous regions. Then due to the deprotonation and nucleophile formation in 

the acid molecules, the protonation of out of the plane -OH groups of cellulose take place resulting 

in nucleophile substitution and condensation.47 Therefore, a colloidal suspension of cellulose 

crystallites are formed (Figure 2).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Schematic showing the interaction between cellulose molecular chains within the 

crystalline regions, sulfuric acid hydrolysis on CNC, and nucleophile substitution (OSO3
-).48 

 

The surface of CNC is highly tuneable, due to the rich availability of hydroxyl groups (-

OH) groups. Each pyranose ring unit of CNC has one primary and two secondary -OH groups 

which provide an ample number of sites to introduce numerous functionalities. This property 

comes in handy to develop advanced materials for application in diverse fields. For example, CNC 
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resulting from sulfuric acid hydrolysis CNC readily disperse in water and other polar media due to the 

presence of negatively charged sulfate half ester groups on the surface creating electrostatic repulsion 

between CNC.49-53
   

 

2.3. Biosensors 

Biosensors are analytical devices that can detect the presence of specific biomolecules in a 

given system via physical or chemical transduction. Predominantly, a biosensor houses a 

biological material or its mimic (e.g., model antibodies) that is integrated within a transducer 

(Figure 3) which can be piezoelectric, optical, electrochemical, thermometric, or magnetic.54, 55 

The transducer generates an electronic signal corresponding to the analyte(s) of interest. Therefore, 

a biosensor essentially has a bio-receptor (sensory element), transducing element, and readout 

modality (physical output) relating the desired analyte’s quantification. And they have numerous 

applications in various fields as presented in Figure 4. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 Biosensor elements.56 
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Figure 4 Major application domains of biosensors.57 

 

2.3.1. POC biosensing platform  

POC biosensing systems facilitate access to advanced technologies available in major 

healthcare centers to a greater population pool. They can be particularly advantageous to the 

patients whose conditions warrant constant screening or close surveillance of disease recurrence; 

and who live in remote areas with a very few or no healthcare providers in the nearest vicinity. It 

is desirable that POC technologies are low-cost and large-scale in their implementation.55 They 

can play a very crucial role in the early diagnosis of a disease to reduce the risk of disease 

progression to a non-curable, irreversible stage. This is explicitly true for diseases such as cancer. 

POC biosensor systems can investigate the clinical samples of patients for the presence of several 

target biomarkers in various habitats, such as clinical laboratories, doctors’ offices, etc. 
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2.3.2. Classification of biosensors 

 The biosensors classification based on three different categories is presented in the chart 

(Figure 5). The encircled areas in the figure correspond to the techniques explored in this current 

research. There are numerous transduction mechanisms used in biosensors today which can 

convert the signal in one form of energy to a signal in another58 form that is quantifiable. Among 

the various transduction mechanisms, the electrical and optical biosensors are the most widely 

known and researched in biomolecules detection. However, they do have some drawbacks, 

especially in the point-of-care diagnostics application perspective.  

Electrical biosensors necessitate fabrication with very high complexities and limited to 

developing sensors only in particular sizes and geometries with fewer materials. Optical sensors 

are known for their high sensitivity detection of the biological target analytes. The optical sensors 

have an optical transducer element which detects the target analyte. Unlike electrical sensors, 

optical sensing mechanisms are very flexible in their application enabling a wide scope for various 

materials that can be used. However, this scheme requires high precision and alignment that comes 

at a huge cost. There could be thermal management issues as well which may lead to faulty 

readings. Therefore, there has been a growing demand for biosensor research to look for 

alternatives especially in the field of POC diagnostics. In the past decade, mechanical and 

nanomechanical biosensors have gained popularity as the research community realized the 

mechanical nature of many biological processes.  
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Figure 5 Classification of biosensors based on transduction mechanisms, receptors and sensing 

strategies. 

 

Several nanomechanical tools have been invented to sense and actuate on biomolecular 

systems. Among mechanical biosensors, quartz crystal microbalance has become one of the most 

widely researched and proven technique.59-61 Such devices are based on piezoelectric quartz crystal 

resonators and enable the direct measurement of the target analyte attachment to the bio-

recognition element by the changes in voltage as a result of crystal deformation. Nanomechanical 

sensors are a branch of mechanical sensors and as the name suggests, they have at least one of 

their dimensions in the nanoscale (100 nm).62-68 These emerged as a result of tremendous advances 

in the semiconductor industry. Nanomechanical biosensors are usually cantilever-shaped and 

arrays of hundreds of them can be conveniently produced by micro- and nanofabrication 

technologies. Nanomaterial based cantilevers have a thickness in the size range of the 

biomolecules which make them highly sensitive in detecting the mechanical and physical 
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properties of the adsorbed biomolecules layer. In addition, nanomaterials are being used in sensors 

including the microcantilever beams that have thicknesses and widths of a few microns and length 

on the order of 100 microns.  

Nanomechanical biosensors exhibit flexible mechanisms and they can translate 

biomolecular interaction events into measurable displacements. These displacement deflections 

could be somewhere in the range of few angstroms to hundreds of nanometers and can be measured 

by various optical and electrical techniques. Among electrical techniques, piezoresistive detection 

is the most commonly used tool. A piezoresistive microcantilever uses a loop of piezoresistive 

material (silicon, polysilicon, germanium, etc.) which is implanted onto the cantilever surface. Any 

surface mass changes due to biomolecular reactions cause the cantilever to bend. This, in turn, 

causes stress in the piezo material that causes deflections (see Figure 6). Thus, the deflections can 

be translated into the change in its resistance by a Wheatstone circuit bridge.65 The piezoresistive 

method of detection, though less sensitive (order of nanometers) was considered a surpassing tool 

for application in portable sensors. They are also more appropriate for use as wearable sensors for 

this very reason.  

 

 

 

Figure 6 Microcantilever response: (A) initial state and (B) sensing state.5 
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Another biosensor classification is based on two major strategies for the detection of 

biomarkers: label-based and label-free detection. Label based detection systems mostly rely on the 

optical transduction mechanisms and mainly on fluorescent labeling methods. Fluorescent dyes 

are attached to the bio-recognition elements or biomarkers. The concentration of biomarker 

adsorbed is determined either by labeling of the attached biomarkers or unbound bio-recognition 

sites. One common and best example of label-based detection technique is enzyme-linked 

immunosorbent assay (ELISA), which can detect the analyte concentrations in the range of few 

femtomolars. The common labels/tags used are fluorescent dyes and radioisotopes. These methods 

are usually highly sensitive, selective with high spatial resolutions69 as discussed earlier under 

optical methods. However, the labeling procedures are laborious and most often they alter the 

surface characteristics and therefore properties of the query molecules (bio-recognition elements) 

which make them unattractive. This along with their expensive nature makes then unfeasible in 

POC applications.70, 71 On the other hand, label-free detection techniques depend merely on the 

measurement of an inherent physical property of the query molecules, such as mass (quartz 

crystal), stress, electrical (piezoelectric), optical properties (surface plasmons) etc. and enables 

sensitive detection of reactions or biomolecular interactions in real-time.72-74 So, label-free 

detection techniques are highly preferred and possess the potential for rapid diagnosis in POC 

applications.  

Finally, biosensor can also be classified based on the bio-receptors or bio-recognition 

elements as they form major components in the making of a biosensor. There are a countless 

number of bio-receptors and the most common ones being the antibodies, enzymes, and nucleic 

acids such as DNA. The bio-receptors can exhibit either bio-affinity type or biocatalytic type 

reception.75 In the bio-affinity based reception, the receptor does not interact/modify the target 
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material, antibodies come under this category. Whereas the enzymes or similar receptors catalyze 

the immobilization reaction and thus come under the biocatalytic type.  

 

2.3.3. BioMEMS based on label-free detection  

 BioMEMS (Biological Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems) is a category of miniature 

biosensor devices which are developed using micro/nano-scale fabrication. This broad area is 

considered a separate category in biosensor classification. They are useful for performing 

numerous functions such as sensitive detection, immobilization, purification, growth, and 

manipulation of analytes.76-78 The growing boom in BioMEMS for biosensing applications is 

attributed to their small size and facile construction. Hence, they are ideally suited for application 

in POC lab-on-a-chip biosensing systems that are capable of multi-analyte detection in humans or 

in the environment. The design and fabrication modalities of BioMEMS used in diagnostics 

depend on the nature of the application it caters to. BioMEMS have their own set of challenges for 

application in diagnosis, sensing, and detection namely  

• Lack of technologies to develop and characterize the BioMEMS with lower detection limits 

(few femtomoles per ml), high sensitivity, and specificity79  

• Reproducibility 

• Accurate identification of chemical and biological analytes 

• Biocompatibility issues - since the wearable POC biosensors directly contact the human 

body, it is necessary to ensure there will not be any detrimental effects on the patients 

• Rapid degradation of sensor materials with time 

• Failure of biocompatible sensors due to biofouling and limited lifetime of immobilized 

proteins. 
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The most commonly employed BioMEMS sensors using label-free detection techniques 

are constructed based on micro-/nano-scale fabrication. Some examples of the techniques are as 

follows: surface plasmon resonance (SPR), microcantilevers, quartz crystal microbalance (QCM), 

etc.  

 

2.4. QCM-D 

QCM-D is a real-time, nanoscale technique for probing various surface phenomena such 

as a thin film formation, molecular interactions and reactions. QCM-D uses a thin quartz disc, a 

piezoelectric material which is sandwiched between a pair of electrodes. An alternating voltage 

can be applied to excite this crystal so that it oscillates at its resonance frequency. The resonance 

frequency could be related to the total oscillating mass of the sensor and surface adhering layers. 

Whenever there is mass adsorption on the surface (e.g. antibody-antigen binding) as a result of 

surface interactions and bonding, the frequency decreases (Figure 7).80, 81 For a rigid and thin film 

formation, the decrease in frequency is proportional to the mass addition on the film. The particular 

nature of the film and its structural properties can be determined from the dissipation shifts. The 

dissipation is measured based on the time of oscillation of the crystal after the power is 

disconnected. A decrease in dissipation is usually accompanied by the formation of a rigid, cross-

linking layer whereas the increase denotes a soft layer formation. As compared to QCM, QCM-D 

generates more accurate and faster results.  
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Figure 7 An illustration of A. Antibody-antigen binding in QCM-D resulting in frequency 

decrease, B. An upward shift in dissipation corresponds to rigid layer formation and vice-versa. 

 

Sauerbrey determined a quantitative relationship for rigid layers (D > 0), uniformly 

distributed on the surface and with lower values of mass than the mass of the crystal with the 

following equation (Equation 1): 

∆𝑚 = 𝐶 ∗ ∆𝑓 ∗ 𝑛−1                                                                                                    (1) 

Where, C is -17.7 ng/cm2 and is a constant for 5 MHz crystals, that depends on the density and 

viscosity of the silica crystal, Δf is the change of frequency, and n is the overtone number. 

However, most of the polymeric systems do not generate a rigid layer, then this equation 

underestimates the adsorbed mass. For these cases, some other models have been generated to 

address the changes of mass, such as Voigt’s and Maxwell’s that considered the density, dynamic 

and static viscosity of the adsorbed materials as well as that of the crystal.82 

The dissipation factor is related to the viscoelastic properties of the layers formed on the 

crystal, as it translates the relationship of energy dissipation from the sensor to the fluid and the 

energy stored (Equation 2). It is inversely proportional to the decay time constant (τ) and the 

resonant frequency (f) as shown in Equation 3.82 
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𝐷 =
𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑

2𝜋𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑑
 (2) 

𝐷 =
1

𝜋𝑓𝜏
                                                                              (3) 

 

If the generated film is viscoelastic instead of a rigid surface, energy would be dissipated 

due to the oscillation of the layer. Thus, more energy is lost, and longer decay times are present 

which translates to an increment in the D factor. When the surface is rigid, more energy is stored 

and decrements in the D-factor are observable.83 In Figure 8, these behaviors are presented, the 

change is frequency is proportional to the mass that is adsorbed on the surface, while this change 

on rigidity also carries an increase in the dissipation measurement as more elastic behavior is 

presented by the surface. 

 

 

Figure 8 Scheme of formation of layers on QCM-D and graph behavior (art by Diego G Maldonado 

from an unpublished manuscript).  

 

2.5. Antibody-antigen interaction 

An antibody is a protein with a unique structure that enables it to bind specifically to its 

corresponding antigen. They are produced by white blood cells as an immune response to fight 
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infection. They have complex molecular structures and comprised of hundreds of individual amino 

acids arranged in a highly ordered sequence. Biosensors that depend on antigen-antibody binding 

are called immunosensors; one of the best well known is enzyme linked immunosorbent assay 

(ELISA).84 The biological function of antibodies is to bind to the disease-causing pathogens and 

wipe them off from our body. Usually, an antibody recognizes a very small portion on the surface 

of a large antigen molecule and attaches to it by a variety of noncovalent forces such as 

hydrophobic, electrostatic, hydrogen bonds, etc. Most of the time, the antigens that elicit such an 

immune response in the body proteins or polysaccharides. This conformational structure on the 

antigen that is recognized by an antibody is called an epitope. The pathogens have polysaccharide 

coats, for example, antibodies produced against viruses recognize viral coat proteins. The epitope 

consists of amino acid sequences from the different parts of the protein polypeptide chain that are 

grouped together as a result of protein folding. Such epitopes are called discontinuous epitopes. 

The antibodies recognize such discontinuous epitopes and bind to their peptide fragments. An 

antigen molecule that can provoke an adaptive immune response upon injection into a living body 

is called an immunogen. Only proteins can be recognized by the T-cells (white blood cells) and 

therefore proteins alone are considered fully immunogenic. And the Specificity of an antibody is 

determined by its capability to distinguish its immunogen from the other antigens.85 Cross-

reactivity occurs when an antibody recognizes and binds to other antigens with competing 

affinities as its immunogens. 

 

2.5.1. Monoclonal antibodies 

 Monoclonal antibodies are produced under highly controlled environment from 

animals such as mice. Mice are first made immune to an antigen and given an intravenous 
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booster injection three days before they are killed, to facilitate some time for the spleen cells 

to produce considerable amounts of that specific antibody (Figure 9). During culture, the 

spleen cells die in a few days. In order to make the production continuous, they are fused with 

immortal myeloma cells with support of polyethylene glycol. The produced hybrid cell line 

is called hybridoma. Each hybridoma cell is screened to identify the cells that make antibody 

of the desired specificity and they are cloned (grown from a single antibody-producing cell) 

in bulk culture. Since each hybridoma cell is derived from a single cell, the same antibody 

molecule is produced by all, which then becomes a monoclonal antibody.86, 87 A medium made 

of hypoxanthine-aminopterin-thymidine (HAT) ensures that the myeloma cells are not 

secreting antibody themselves. This is achieved because HAT is sensitive to an enzyme called 

hypoxanthine: guanine phosphoribosyl transferase (HGPRT) which is a gene contributed by 

the spleen cells and only these can survive in HAT. As a result, the unfused myeloma spleen 

cells die in the HAT medium. Further, the monoclonal antibodies can be labeled with 

fluorescent probes to enable for their application in fluorescent immunoassays.  

 

 

Figure 9 Methodology for the production of monoclonal antibodies.88 
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Typically, the antibodies are stored in a buffer composed of bovine serum albumin (BSA), 

glycerol, and sodium azide to ensure stability. Buffers are fundamental in the biological systems 

as a natural occurring ionic force is always present. The weak and strong interactions of ions, 

mainly hydrogen concentrations (pH) are primordial to any biological process as the integrity of 

hydrophilic molecules such as proteins. Buffers should simulate the environment in which the 

process naturally occurs. Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) is the one such standard buffer for blood 

plasma and interstitial space simulation. The pH of PBS is normally between 6.8 and 7.4, and the 

absence of interactive ions such as ammonium, sulfates or carboxyl groups in any of the 

components, make it resistant to enzymatic degradation and absorption of UV or visible light.89, 90 

 

2.6. CNC in QCM-D biosensing  

In the past decade, there has been a significant amount of interest on piezo-based 

mechanical biosensors in cancer research. Su et al. (2013)91 has developed a novel piezoelectric 

biosensor using lead titanate zirconate (PZT) ceramic resonator and successfully detected target 

cancer biomarkers chosen for detection are AFP and PSA. The device was reported to have a 

sensitivity of 0.25 ng/ml, within 30 min time using a small amount of sample (1 μl). Ding et al. 

(2007)92 used an assembly of gold nanoparticles on nano-hydroxyapatite for the interface design 

of QCM immunosensor, on which the antibodies were immobilized for the detection of AFP in the 

concentration range of 15.3-600 ng ml-1. Kosaka et al. (2014)93 developed silicon cantilevers and 

demonstrated both plasmonic and nanomechanical detection of the cancer biomarkers CEA and 

PSA (detection limit: 10-16 g ml-1). Etayash et al. (2015)94 developed a microcantilever 

functionalized with a breast cancer-specific peptide and showed significant deflection on cancer 

tumor cell (MCF7 and MDA-MB-231). Similarly, there have been multiple studies using the 
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microcantilevers and QCM resonators to detect target analytes.95-101 Several researchers have also 

demonstrated the use of promising nanoparticles in biosensing such as graphene, gold, titanium, 

etc.102-111 Very few studies in the past have addressed cancer detection using CNC based sensors 

and none utilizing the surface-functionalized CNC obtained from the facile APTES-GA chemistry. 

There is also a significant gap in terms of exploring the promising piezoelectric based QCM-D 

technique for the detection of cancer biomarkers namely CEA, AFP and PSA by performing a 

multi-step reaction on the CNC. Practically, QCM-D can be more relevant biomarker sensing tool 

in case of such multi-step reactions due to its real-time sensitivity. In addition to the biomarker 

detection, QCM-D was also used to confirm the successful antibody immobilization on the 

modified CNC surfaces.  
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Chapter 3. Experimental 

 

3.1. Materials and chemicals 

 An 11.3 wt. % aqueous CNC suspension (batch 2018-FPL-CNC-126) with Na+ as the 

counter ion was produced by the U.S. Forest Products Laboratory (FPL) and supplied by the 

University of Maine (USA) with a specified sulfur content of 0.58 wt. %. Based on polarized 

optical microscopy, the onset of biphasic (ΦI) and liquid crystalline (ΦLC) regimes was observed 

around 3.52 % and 7.1 % respectively. Characterization of electrolytic properties of the  

dispersions was obtained on the stock gel dispersion using a VWR International (Radnor, 

Pennsylvania) Traceable Expanded Range Conductivity Meter, yielding conductivity of 1055 

μS/cm, pH: 6.28 and Charge density: 39.9 µeq/g. Based on atomic force microscopy (AFM) 

measurements of the air-dried CNC samples, the size average CNC length was 165 nm with a 

standard deviation (σ) of 48 nm, the average width was 29 nm (σ = 5.6 nm), and the average height 

was 5 nm (σ = 2 nm). The width measurements included blind tip estimation using Gwyddion. 

Conductometric titration with 10 mM sodium hydroxide showed there was 180 mmol of R-SO3H 

per kg of CNC. A few of the experiments were conducted using CNC suspension (batch 2016-

FPL-CNC-098) which was also obtained from the University of Maine in 2016 and all the various 

properties were described in Pospisil et al., 2018.112 For a trial, CNC spray-dried powder (batch 

2012-FPL-CNC-051) with a specified sulfur content of 1.05 wt. % 

APTES [H2N (CH2)3Si (OC2H5)3], ≥ 98% and GA (C5H6O3), 95% were obtained from 

Sigma-Aldrich, used without further purification. Glacial acetic acid (C2H4O2) and ethanol 

(C2H6O) were purchased from VWR (USA) and used without further purification. CEA (3G7) 

Monoclonal Antibody, Alexa Fluor® 555 Conjugated (Catalog # bsm-4792M-A555), AFP (A2) 
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Monoclonal Antibody, Alexa Fluor® 350 Conjugated (Catalog # bsm-1621M-A350), and  PSA 

(Pa3) Monoclonal Antibody, Alexa Fluor® 488 Conjugated (Catalog # bsm-1625M-A488) of 

concentration 1 µg/µl were obtained from Bioss, USA. CEA (#30002100; Concentration: 1-5 

mg/mL; Purity: >95%), AFP (#13752600; Concentration: 2-5 mg/mL; Purity: >95%), Native 

Human PSA (#7820-0504; Concentration: 1 mg/mL; Purity: >96 %) were procured from Bio-Rad 

(USA). Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) with a pH of 7.4 was synthesized by dissolving 137 mM 

Sodium chloride (2.015 g), 2.7 mM potassium chloride (0.055 g), 10 mM disodium phosphate 

(0.287 g) and 1.76 mM monopotassium phosphate (0.050 g) in 250 ml water. If required, pH was 

adjusted with 0.1 M NaOH (sodium hydroxide) or HCl (hydrochloric acid). 

 

3.2. Characterization techniques 

3.2.1. Optical Microscopy  

 A Nikon (Melville, NY), Eclipse 80i microscope with imaging workstation and Nikon 

Elements, was used to capture all of the optical microscopy images using 4X/0.1, 10X/0.30 and 

20X/0.45 (magnification/numerical aperture) LU Plan Fluor objectives. The camera used was a 

Nikon DS-Ri2. Transmitted cross-polarized (CP) and non-cross polarized (non-CP) OM 

techniques were used as a preliminary characterization to investigate the microscale artifacts, 

defects, dispersion state and aggregation in the CNC-APTES-W, CNC-APTES-E, CNC-APTES-

E2, CNC-APTES-P, CNC-APTES-R, CNC-GA-R, and CNC-aCEA-R dispersions.  

Long-chain polymers and liquid crystalline materials such as CNC exhibit a positive 

uniaxial birefringence, which is also called optical anisotropy. Sheared or ordered solid samples 

can maximize this anisotropy. CNC have two distinct refractive indices along parallel and 

perpendicular directions to their long axis. Based on the ordering of their long axes, CNC can split 
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the polarized light in these two directions. The light from these two directions, due to the phase 

difference tend to interfere with each other (constructive or destructive). When they are passed 

through another polarizer, birefringence colors appear. The birefringence is the difference between 

these refractive indexes of light polarized parallel (extraordinary) and perpendicular (ordinary) to 

the optical axis, ∆𝑛 = ne-no, where ne and no are the refractive indexes of the extraordinary light 

and ordinary light. The birefringence of cellulose ranges from 0.045 to 0.062 depending on the 

source; for cellulose derived from cotton, the range of ne was reported in the range of 1.576–1.595 

and no in the range of 1.527–1.534.113, 114 Birefringence induced interference colors depend on 

ordering, retardation of the elliptically polarized lights, and thickness of the sample.15 The CNC-

APTES-P was investigated for the presence of birefringence property by rotating the stage at 

different angles using cross-polarized light.  

To confirm the successful antibody immobilization, fluorescence microscopy imaging was 

performed on the samples CNC-GA-R (non-labeled) and CNC-aCEA-R (labeled). The 

fluorescence images were acquired using an inverted Nikon Eclipse Ti microscope fitted with an 

Andor Luca S camera. The fluorescence images were analyzed using ImageJ software, version 

1.48q (NIH) in order to generate the area, mean intensity or gray values. The fluorescence 

intensities were measured using the TRITC filter before and after the antibody CEA 

immobilization. 

 

3.2.2. SEM/EDS Analysis 

 An environmental SEM (Zeiss EVO 50, Carl Zeiss Meditec, Oberkochen, Germany) was 

used to examine the morphology and size of CNC-APTES-W dispersions. The samples were drop 

cast on a small piece of silicon wafer and attached to an SEM stub with conductive carbon tape. 
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When drop-casting, in order to ensure uniform drying of the layers and avoid coffee ring formation, 

the silicon substrate was placed on a preheated hot plate at 80 °C. The sample was then dropped 

using a glass stirring rod by dipping sufficient amounts for once and repetitive dropping was 

avoided. The sample was allowed to vacuum dry for at least three hours before the SEM analysis. 

Then the stub was sputter-coated with gold using a sputter coat device (EMS 550x, Carl Zeiss 

Meditec, Oberkochen, Germany). An EDS analysis was also conducted to know the atomic 

composition using an Inca EDS system which is configured with this SEM. All the SEM images 

from secondary electrons were taken at 2000x magnification, 20 kV EHT (electron high tension), 

and a working distance of 8.5 mm. For higher magnification purpose, a JEOL (Peabody, MA) 

JSM-7000F SEM was used for analysis with 20 kV EHT and a working distance of 8.5 mm for a 

range of magnifications from 5000x until 75000x. The sample CNC-APTES-E2 was prepared for 

imaging by using the same method as discussed earlier for the CNC-APTES-W dispersions on a 

Si wafer piece and attached to a suitable SEM stub via carbon tape. Prior to SEM imaging, the 

gold sputtering was performed on the prepared sample stub using a PELCOSC-6 SPU system run 

by argon with 0.08 mbar plasma sputter pressure. 

 

3.2.3. Water contact angle measurements  

A ramé-hart Instrument Co. (Succasunna, NJ, Model 200-00-115) standard goniometer 

with a measurement reproducibility of ±2° was used to measure static water contact angle. The 

setup was equipped with a CCD digital camera, a backlight source, movable sample stage, and a 

water injection syringe calibrated to drop the liquid in a controlled manner (4 μL) on the solid 

surface. The static water contact angle was measured for the CNC-APTES-E2 shear cast film on 

a Si wafer in order to determine the wettability. The hydrophobicity of the film was judged based 
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on the water contact angle values taken after 30 seconds. From the Figure 10, the contact angle θC 

is the angle measured between the wetted surface and sessile droplet; 𝛾𝑙𝑣, 𝛾𝑠𝑙, and 𝛾𝑠𝑣 are liquid-

vapor, solid-liquid, and solid-vapor interfacial tensions, respectively. For a water droplet, θC values 

above 90° are considered hydrophobic in nature. The analysis of the droplet image and contact 

angles were done using DROP image software.  

 

 

 

Figure 10 Sessile drop technique illustration with a liquid droplet partially wetting a solid 

substrate.115, 116  

 

3.2.4. TGA–FTIR 

Thermal stability analyses used a TA Instruments (New Castle, DE) Q50 thermal 

gravimetric analyzer (TGA) at 10 °C/min interfaced with a Thermo Scientific (Waltham, MA) 

Nicolet iS 10 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometer (FTIR) equipped with an attenuated total 

reflectance (ATR) universal accessory. The transfer line which is glass-lined and made of 

stainless-steel connects directly to the TGA furnace, enabling an inert passage of evolved gases 

(decomposition products) into the gas cell for IR detection. The transfer line and the gas cell were 

kept at 225 °C and 250 °C respectively to prevent gas condensation. The evolved gases from 

sample degradation pass through the TGA-IR interface transfer line and reach the FTIR. IR spectra 

were recorded in the spectral range of 4000-400 cm-1 with a 4 cm-1 resolution and after 16 scans 

for each sample. Two to four spectra were obtained for each sample. The solid masses of the 
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samples ranging around 8-20 mg were used. The TGA Q-series software was used to set the 

conditions of the experiments. For all the samples, the balance gas used was argon at a flow rate 

10 ml/min and for the sample gas either air or argon was used at a flow rate of 90 ml/min. An 

external event to start FTIR acquisition was triggered after the isothermal hold at 120 °C; this hold 

was intended to remove residual moisture. The temperature was then ramped at 10 °C/min to 700 

°C followed by a 10 minutes isothermal hold. OMNIC software was used to collect the FTIR 

Gram-Schmidt plot data and the associated spectra for all the times (starting from the external 

event until 700 °C). This software was to extract the FTIR raw data as well whereas a software 

called TA Universal Analysis was used to extract the TGA data. The dispersions namely, CNC, 

CNC-APTES, CNC-GA, CNC-antiCEA, CNC-antiAFP, CNC-antiPSA, CNC-CEA, CNC-AFP, 

and CNC-PSA were all investigated for their thermal stability, and mass losses as a function of 

temperature. The linked FTIR spectra was used to identify the evolution of gaseous vapors as the 

sample was heated in TGA.  

In addition to TGA-FTIR analysis, ATR-IR spectroscopy was performed on CNC, CNC-

APTES, CNC-GA and CNC-antiCEA samples to confirm that the proposed chemistry was 

working. This served as a starting point for further characterizations. This technique was also used 

to compare the film modified and dispersion modified CNC-APTES. The ATR-IR spectra were 

also taken for the two different batches of CNC-APTES-W to check for the reproducibility and 

understand the functional groups present in the resulting product. Further, this technique was used 

to compare the functionalities present in CNC-APTES-W and CNC-APTES-E.  
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3.2.5. QCM-D  

 Gold-coated crystal Qsensors (QSX 301 Gold) were obtained from Biolin Scientific. They 

were placed in Novascan PSD Series Digital UV Ozone System (Iowa, US) for 30 min to eliminate 

dust and activate the surface. Sensors were immersed in a 0.1% wt. polyethyleneimine (PEI) 

solution that served as an anchoring solution. Then surfaces were prepared on a spin coater from 

Laurell technologies corporation (model WS-650MZ-23NPPB, Pennsylvania, US). Both film and 

dispersion modification reactions on CNC were analyzed in real-time for each step. For this, 180 

µL of 0.1% wt. CNC (to follow film modification reactions) or CNC-antibody dispersions (for 

dispersion modification reactions) were used at 3000 rpm for 1 min. In the case of CNC-antibody 

dispersions, the sensors were left to stabilize in PBS overnight before QCM-D. This step also 

ensured to check if the coating was strong enough and not detaching from the sensor surface. In 

the other case, i.e. for the CNC coated sensors, all the reactions were performed immediately such 

as APTES reaction or even GA and antibody reactions in a different study before introducing them 

into QCM-D for the respective antigen detection reactions. The APTES reaction on the CNC 

sensor was always performed outside of the QCM-D, as the APTES reaction involves using 

ethanol as a solvent which is not a compatible material with the tubing used on the QCM-D. 

The capture of the respective antigen was then followed with a QSense Analyzer from 

Biolin Scientific (Västra Frölunda, Sweden). Measurements were carried out at 25 °C with a 

constant flow of 50 µL/min. Data were collected in all the overtones, however only the third 

overtone is presented on sensorgrams to facilitate analysis. Mass was calculated using the 

Composite Sauerbrey model (which averages all overtones calculations), using DFind Software 

from Biolin Scientific (Västra Frölunda, Sweden).  
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3.2.6. Fluorescence Anisotropy (FA) and microscopy 

To confirm the successful antigen-binding reaction with the antibody immobilized CNC, 

FA was used. This is because there was no observed change in the fluorescence intensities between 

the antibody immobilized CNC (labeled) and the antigen-antibody immobilized dispersions. It 

could be possible that both of these samples have fluorophores in them with almost similar 

intensities. A labeled sample is the molecule to which the fluorophore is attached which in this 

case is the antibody immobilized CNC. In FA, a labeled sample with a group of randomly oriented 

fluorophores is excited with vertically polarized light of an appropriate wavelength. Only the 

molecules with fluorophores oriented within a particular range of angles to the applied direction 

of polarization will get excited.117-119 The fundamental principle of FA is that the macromolecular 

tumbling time and fluorescence lifetime of fluorophores match.120 Thus, when an antigen binds to 

the antibody immobilized CNC, the tumbling or rotational mobility of the overall molecule 

becomes low. So, if they do not move, the fluorophores emit light in the same direction as the 

direction of polarization i.e. vertical. Therefore, the measured emission intensity in the vertical 

direction will be more than the horizontal direction as compared to the labeled sample. The labeled 

sample has relatively higher mobility which means more tumbling of the molecules/fluorophores. 

The FA is defined in Equation (4): 

 

                  Anisotropy (r) = (IVV-GIVH)/(IVV+2IVH)                                                       (4) 

 

Where, IVV and IVH are the fluorescence intensities of the vertical and horizontal 

components, respectively. The 2IVH in the denominator is because the mobility of a fluorophore 

will be the same in either of the perpendicular directions, so the perpendicular components are 

assumed to be equal. If the antigen binds, the anisotropy should increase because of the low 
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tumbling, which implies that IVV (antigen immobilized CNC) > IVV (antibody immobilized CNC).  

And G is the instrument sensitivity ratio towards vertically and horizontally polarized light. It is 

measured by the instrument by exciting the sample using horizontally polarized light and 

subsequently measuring the horizontal and vertical components of the emission intensity (HH and 

HV). Generally, G is calculated as the ratio between the measured total intensities (counts) in each 

channel or G = (IHV/IHH). 

Anisotropic fluorescence data were collected at an excitation wavelength of 555 nm 

with an emission wavelength of 580 nm for all the samples using CNC-antiCEA, which 

corresponds to its conjugated fluorescent dye Alexa Fluor 555. Similarly, the excitation and 

emission wavelengths were set to 346 nm and 442 nm for the CNC-antiAFP samples; 490 nm 

and 525 nm for the CNC-antiPSA samples to probe the successful antibody immobilization 

onto CNC-GA and the ultimate antibody-antigen binding. All the washed/centrifuged samples 

were directly diluted 10 times in PBS and dispersed uniformly via vortex mixing before the 

analysis. The concentrations were within the range of 0.5-1 wt. %. The cuvette used for the 

emission fluorescence testing was a 400 μL cylindrical cuvette made of polycarbonate with a 

1 cm path length. The excitation and emission slits were each maintained at 5 nm and 15 nm 

respectively. The integration time was set to 1 second and the G-factor was calculated 

separately for each sample and the values were in the range of 0.2 to 1.3. The G-factor was 

close to 1 in most cases with a deviation of ±0.3. In very few cases the deviation was ±0.7 

from 1. A total of 45 anisotropy measurements were performed with a 5 mm path length along 

with a few repetitive runs. After antibody immobilization, the exposure of the samples to light 

and subsequent quenching was avoided by wrapping the samples with aluminum foil and 

covering them with an opaque box while washing, diluting, and measurements. To avoid 
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quenching while taking measurements of multiple loads on a single sample, the sample was 

distributed into multiple vials. Before taking the anisotropy measurements, the fluorescence 

intensities were measured for all of the dispersions starting with the blank PBS solution, CNC-

GA, CNC-antiCEA, CNC-antiAFP, CNC-antiPSA, CNC-CEA, CNC-AFP, and CNC-PSA. 

This was mainly to confirm if there was an upward shift in intensities for the antibody 

immobilized samples as compared to CNC-GA. After confirmation, the anisotropy 

measurements were taken for the antibody immobilized and finally, antigen immobilized CNC 

dispersions. In addition, cross-reactivity behaviors of the CNC-antibody dispersion when 

reacted with other antigens was also tested using FA.  

A Perkin-Elmer (Waltham, MA) LS 55 Luminescence Spectrometer was also used for 

fluorescence intensity measurements on the CNC-GA-R, and CNC-aCEA-R. Emission spectra 

were taken at room temperature scanning from 300 to 500 nm with a 0.5 nm resolution and a 

scan rate of 500 nm/min with an incident angle of 90°. 
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Chapter 4. Results and Discussion 

  

 The first attempt at surface modification of CNC with APTES in dispersion resulted in 

substantial aggregation. This is believed due to be due to cross-linking of CNC by the APTES. 

After multiple trials, the reaction conditions were identified that resolved the aggregation issue 

was resolved to a considerable extent. All these reaction trials are discussed comprehensively in 

the following sections. In each of these trials, at least one parameter was varied such as the form 

of the CNC (powder and suspension), the concentration of CNC, type of solvent etc.  

 

4.1. APTES modification on CNC – Methodology 1  

 This procedure was adapted from Khanjanzadeh et al. (2018).14 In this method, the CNC 

(batch 2016-FPL-CNC-098), APTES and water were added in a 1:5:100 w/v/v relation. First, 5 ml 

of APTES was added to 100 ml of water in a 300-ml beaker. This aqueous solution was adjusted 

to pH = 4 by adding glacial acetic acid under constant magnetic stirring. The CNC were then added 

into this solution and the reaction was allowed to proceed at ambient temperature for two hours. 

The resulting dispersion was washed twice by centrifugation (Beckman Coulter Allegra X-12R 

with a SX4750A rotor, 2100g, and 20-minute cycles). The centrifuged bottoms were collected and 

re-dispersed in water to give a concentration to approximately 3-4 wt. %. This sample was labeled 

as ‘CNC-APTES-W B1’. A second batch was synthesized following the same procedure but with 

an additional bath sonication for 20-30 minutes that was performed towards the end (after re-

dispersing the washed sample in water) and labeled as ‘CNC-APTES-W B2’.  
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4.1.1. Characterization analysis of CNC-APTES-W samples 

 The dispersions of CNC-APTES-W from the two batches were dropped slowly onto two 

clean and dry microscope glass slides. They were then sealed with the cover slip and the 

dispersions were observed with cross-polarized light. Figures 11A and 11B show the areas of 

CNC-APTES-W B1 at magnifications 4x and 20x respectively, while the Figures 11C and 11D 

show the areas of CNC-APTES-W B2 at magnification 20x under the optical microscope.  

Some of the aggregates in the CNC-APTES-W B1 were more than a 100 µm in diameter. 

In the CNC-APTES-W B2, the particle size distribution was in the range of 5-25 m along with a 

very few 50-100 micron-sized aggregates. Hence, the aggregate sizes were small for the bath-

sonicated dispersion i.e. CNC-APTES-W B2 as compared to CNC-APTES-W B1. The samples 

were further analyzed using SEM to visualize the particle size distribution and morphology. They 

were also scanned with EDS to confirm the elemental composition of different portions. Figure 

12A and 12B correspond to the SEM images of the CNC-APTES-W B1 and CNC-APTES-W B2. 

The Figures 12C and 12D are their corresponding EDS spectra in the highlighted/marked regions 

(on the SEM images) with the elemental composition data. The aggregates in the CNC-APTES-

W B2 were in the range of 1-50 µm and >250 µm for the CNC-APTES-W B1. In both of these 

dispersions, there were no traces of the element nitrogen (N); this could mean that the amino group 

introduction into CNC was unsuccessful. There were however significant amounts of silicon (Si) 

coming from the APTES reaction; the percentage increased a great deal in the CNC-APTES-W 

B2. This could be due to the reduced access to the areas in the CNC-APTES-W B1 as a result of 

aggregation. Since most of the aggregates were broken down in the CNC-APTES-W B2, the 

surfaces with the silane groups attached were supposed to have exposed better which might have 

resulted in the increase in the amounts of silane. 
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Figure 11 Cross polarized optical microscopy images at magnifications, A. 4x, and B. 20x, of 

CNC-APTES-W B1; C. & D. Both taken at 20x, for CNC-APTES-W B2. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12 SEM images of CNC-APTES-W at concentrations, A. CNC-APTES-W B1, and B. 

CNC-APTES-W B2; C & D. Corresponding EDS spectra of marked regions on images A & B. 

Element Weight% Atomic% 

C K 15.86 30.45 

O K 0.79 1.14 

Si K 83.35 68.41 

A B 

C D 

C 

D 

A 

Element Weight% Atomic% 
C K 48.8 61.39 

O K 27.98 26.42 

Si K 20.52 11.04 

Cl K 2.69 1.15 

 

C 
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 As a support for the results obtained from SEM-EDS, FTIR overlay was taken for two 

different batches of CNC-APTES-W (Figure 13). The dispersions were completely allowed to dry 

to form films before collecting the FTIR spectra. This analysis also served as a test to check the 

repeatability and reproducibility of CNC-APTES-W. N-H stretching vibrations due to the primary 

amines on the surface usually occur in the range of 3200-3400 cm-1 and the corresponding N-H 

bend occurs around 1640 and 1459 cm-1. However, neither of the batches had absorption bands in 

this range, which indicates the absence of amino group. Instead, there was an alkyl C-H stretch 

around 3000 cm-1 combined with the strong, broad O-H stretching vibrations covering a wide range 

between 2800 and 3500 cm-1. The corresponding C-H bending vibrations were observed in the 

range of 1350-1500 cm-1. The sharp, strong peaks in the range of 1000-1100 cm-1 could be 

positively attributed to the C-O stretching vibrations of primary alcohol. Since there was no trace 

of the amino functionality, the NH2 groups on the APTES were assumed to have been substituted 

by the OH groups and formed primary alcohol (R-CH2-OH) as seen from the FTIR peaks due to 

C-O vibrations. There could also be few overlapping peaks due to the vibrations of Si-O-Si and 

Si-O-C bonds in the 1000-1100 cm-1 range as the EDS spectra showed considerable amounts of Si. 

Since, our main goal was to functionalize the CNC surface with amino groups, the formation of 

alkyl C-H groups or primary alcohols was totally undesirable. This approach of surface 

modification of CNC was therefore considered ineffective as evident from various 

characterizations and successive repetitions.  
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Figure 13 FTIR overlay of CNC-APTES-W samples from batch 1 and batch 2 

 

4.2. APTES modification on CNC – Methodology-2 

 The method to produce surface-functionalized CNC using APTES in ethanol was adapted 

from Saha, 2018.15 The procedure involved dispersing 8 g of 12 wt. % (7.8 vol.%) sulfonated CNC 

(batch 2016-FPL-CNC-098) in 10 g of ethanol and 1 mL of APTES in 10 mL of ethanol separately. 

The CNC-water-ethanol dispersion was introduced into a three-neck round bottom flask and 

placed in an oil bath under magnetic stirring on a hot plate. The first neck was sealed with a glass 

stopcock, the middle neck was connected to the condenser and the third neck was connected to the 

argon gas cylinder (flow should be minimum). The water flow to the condenser jacket, as well as 

the argon flow, was turned on. The oil bath temperature was set to 50 0C and the temperature probe 

was immersed in oil. A magnetic stirrer was also placed in the oil bath to distribute the temperature 

uniformly. Once the set temperature was reached, the APTES-ethanol solution was added through 

the first neck, and the reaction was allowed to take place for an hour. After the reaction, the flask 

was lifted above the oil bath to cool down to room temperature. The resulting product was labeled 
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as ‘CNC-APTES-E’. However, this method resulted in intense aggregation evidently due to the 

high concentrations of CNC. Hence, this method was slightly modified with respect to the amounts 

of CNC and ethanol to be used. In this modified procedure, 4 g of CNC was taken instead of 8g 

dispersed in 40 ml of ethanol. The rest of the details and conditions in the procedure were the same 

as the previous method. The resulting product was labeled as ‘CNC-APTES-E2’. 

 

4.2.1. Characterization analysis on CNC-APTES-E and CNC-APTES-E2 

The dispersions CNC-APTES-E and CNC-APTES-E2 were dropped carefully onto two 

clean and dry microscope glass slides. They were sealed and covered using a microscope cover 

slide. Figures 14 A and 14B show the cross-polarized optical microscopy images for the CNC-

APTES-E and Figures 14 C and 14D correspond to CNC-APTES-E2. The aggregation in the CNC-

APTES-E dispersion was very high ranging from 200-500 µm. Although the size of aggregates 

reduced to a greater extent, CNC-APTES-E2 cannot still be a good quality dispersion. It had a few 

300 µm long aggregates while most of them were in the size range of 25-100 microns long. The 

aggregates in CNC-APTES-E2 have a cylindrical geometry instead of large nearly spherical 

entities in case of CNC-APTES-E. They also looked like flowing or oriented in one direction 

(Figure 14D) which might be because of some possible accidental shearing of the sample while 

dropping the cover slide on the sample. 
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Figure 14 Cross polarized optical microscopy images at magnifications, A. 10x, and B. 20x, for 

CNC-APTES-E; C. 4x, and D. 20x, for CNC-APTES-E2 

 

The Figures 15A-D show SEM images of the CNC-APTES-E2 dispersion taken at various 

magnifications starting from 5000x up to 75000x. It is evident that the particle sizes are less than 

a micron (1 µm), and these particles aggregated to form clusters resembling a cylinder or rod-like 

morphology. Similar cylindrical structures were also seen under the cross-polarized optical 

microscopy (from the optical microscopy). The CNC and APTES cross-polymerized to form a 

dense network.  

 

A B 

C D 
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Figure 15 SEM images of CNC-APTES-E2 at magnifications, A. 5000x, B. 20000x, C. 50000x, 

and D. 75000x. 

 

The water contact angles were measured on the films formed from CNC-APTES-E2 

dispersions. To enable this, the CNC-APTES-E2 dispersion was sheared on top of clean and dry 

silicon (Si 100, 4ʺ diameter) wafer using a doctor blade coater. It was allowed to air-dry overnight 

before measuring the coating’s contact angle. The results were tabulated in Table 2. A total of 5 

runs were performed on the sample on the Si substrate at 5 different locations on the surface. The 

first 3 readings were taken instantaneously as soon as the water was dropped and the next readings 

were taken after 10, 20 and 30 seconds. Each value on the table is a mean of the contact angles on 

A B 

C D 
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the right and left sides to the water droplet. As observed, the contact angle started at quite high 

angles owing to the hydrophobicity of the sample. The contact angles gradually dropped down 

after a few seconds and became quite stable after 30 seconds. So, this value after 30 seconds could 

be taken as the water contact angle for the sample which is around 47 °. The water contact angles 

in this range (~50 °) were considered as satisfactory15 for this kind of application (biosensors) as 

it is not completely hydrophobic (> 90 °). Truly hydrophobic materials can interfere with the 

wettability and reduce the interactions with the antibodies, antigens or other reagents present in 

biological media. 

 

Table 2 Water contact angle measurements for CNC-APTES-E2 

 

Time 

lapsed 

Mean 1 Mean 2 Mean 3 Mean 4 Mean 5 Average  

Initial 

angles 

76.4 74.6 69.7 67.5 72.4 72.12 

75.2 73.3 69.8 67 71 71.26 

75.2 71.5 68.3 66.3 68.4 69.94 

10 sec 53.8 51.4 49.8 54.2 56.2 53.08 

20 sec 53.2 48.3 47.5 47.7 48.6 49.06 

30 sec 51.9 46 45.5 45 47.2 47.12 

 

To confirm the successful functionalization with APTES in case of CNC-APTES-E and 

compare with CNC-APTES-W, an FTIR overlay was produced (Figure 16). CNC-APTES-E 

confirmed the presence of amino peak from the wide stretch in the range of 3400 cm-1. The O-H 

stretch occurs over this same range and so they overlap. Also, the sharp high-intensity peaks in the 

range of 1000-1100 cm-1 were attributed to the Si-O-Si and Si-O-C bond vibrations.  CNC-APTES-

E was able to impart the desired amino functionalization to the CNC as against CNC-APTES-W. 

But there was a scope for improvement in terms of the aggregation state or achieving a reasonable 

quality dispersion. Additionally, the process for producing CNC-APTES-E was complicated. 
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Hence, there was a compelling need to look for alternative processes that were relatively simple, 

and efficient. This pursuit has led to the development of APTES functionalized CNC adapting the 

procedure of Kargarzadeh et al. (2015)19 with slight modifications to better suit the needs of this 

research which will be discussed in the following sections. 

 

 

Figure 16 Comparison of FTIR spectra for CNC-APTES-W and CNC-APTES-E 

  

4.3. APTES modification on CNC – Methodology-3 

 This was generally the same procedure followed for CNC-APTES-E2. However, CNC 

spray-dried powder was used instead of CNC suspension. The resulting sample was labeled as 

CNC-APTES-P. This approach was followed mainly to decipher the changes in morphology and 

any improvement in terms of aggregation state/dispersion quality.  
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4.3.1. Optical Microscopy and birefringence studies on CNC-APTES-P 

 The sample CNC-APTES-P showed interesting morphology as observed below from the 

optical microscopy images (Figures 17A and 17B). The size of the aggregates was almost in the 

same range as CNC-APTES-E2 i.e. 25-50 µm. The particle diameters were around ~10 µm or less 

(1-5 µm). The cluster or aggregates of particles assumed a circular shape geometry as against 

cylindrical geometry in the previous case.  

There were various colored regions inside these structures and so it appeared to possess the 

birefringence property. The presence of birefringence was tested under cross-polarized optical 

microscopy by rotating the stage at different angles at a magnification of 40x and the images were 

presented in Figures 18 A-I. The focus was held on the circular aggregate clump which was marked 

with a dotted line in Figure 18A. However, it was difficult to tell from the images if the samples 

were truly birefringent.  Since this was not the main objective of this study, no further experimental 

trials were pursued in order to understand the optical properties of CNC-APTES-P. 

 

  

Figure 17 A. Cross polarized optical microscopy image, and B. Non-cross polarized OM image; 

of CNC-APTES-P at 40x magnification 

 

A 

B 
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Figure 18 Cross polarized optical microscopy images of CNC-APTES-P at 40x magnification with 

the stage at – A. 0 degrees, B. 30 degrees, C. 60 degrees, D. 90 degrees, E. 120 degrees, F. 160 

degrees, G. 240 degrees, H. 300 degrees, and I. 330 degrees; to the analyzer. 

 

4.4. Dispersion modification trial on CNC until antibody (CEA) immobilization  

 This method was modified from the synthesis procedure followed by Kargarzadeh et al. 

(2015).19 An aqueous solution was prepared by adding 0.5 % APTES to a mixture of ethanol-

water, 80/20 (v/v %), under stirring, followed by acidification to pH 3-4.5 with glacial acetic acid 

to improve the extent of amine functionalization on the CNC surface. To this solution 1.5 % spray-

dried CNC was added and the dispersion was ultrasonicated for four minutes (amplitude ~ 30%) 

to prevent the aggregation of the CNC and produce a homogenous suspension. The mixture was 

kept for 2-3 hours at room temperature. The resulting reaction mixture was washed with distilled 
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water via vacuum filtration twice making sure the slurry did not dry but had a paste-like 

consistency. The filtered paste left on the filter paper was transferred into a beaker and PBS was 

added immediately. The quantity of PBS used was just enough to submerge the sample and it was 

allowed to settle overnight. This resulting product after APTES modification, in this case, was 

labeled as CNC-APTES-R.  

 The GA modification was performed on the CNC-APTES-R in PBS solution. For this 

reaction, 2.5 % of GA was dispersed in 10 ml PBS and this solution was added to the CNC-APTES-

R (which is already in the little amount of PBS). The mixture was ultra-sonicated for 2 minutes 

(Amplitude ~ 20%, pulse time - 5 seconds) and the reaction was allowed to take place for an hour 

under gentle magnetic stirring. The resulting product was washed with PBS via centrifugation 

twice (Conditions: Time - 30 minutes, 1800g) and the bottoms were immersed in just enough PBS 

to submerge the sample. The resulting product was labeled as ‘CNC-GA-R’. 

 For the antibody immobilization, 4 µl of the AntibodyCEA was dispersed in 5 ml of PBS. 

This solution was added to CNC-GA-R and the reaction was allowed to take place for an hour at 

room temperature under gentle magnetic stirring. The product was washed with PBS via 

centrifugation twice (Conditions: Time - 15 minutes, 1800g) and the bottoms were immersed in 

just enough PBS to submerge the sample. The resulting product was labeled as ‘CNC-aCEA-R’.  

 

4.4.1. Optical Microscopy on CNC-APTES-R, CNC-GA-R, and CNC-aCEA-R  

The concentration of the dispersion CNC-APTES-R used for imaging was around 6 wt. %. 

Figures 19A, 19B and 19C represent the optical microscopy images for CNC-APTES-R taken at 

magnifications 4x, 10x and 20x respectively. Figure 19B was a non-CP image while the other two 

were CP images. The aggregates were <50 µm in size and showed interesting colors especially 
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towards the outer rings. Figures 19D and 19E correspond to the non-CP optical microscopy images 

of 4 wt. % CNC-GA-R and CNC-aCEA-R respectively. The magnification was maintained at 20x 

in both of these images. The CNC-GA-R and CNC-aCEA-R had aggregates with maximum sizes 

up to 25 µm. It was observed from several reaction repetitions that the aggregation state did not 

worsen after the GA and antibody reactions from the size of aggregates when sonicated for shorter 

time periods (1-2 minutes) under dilute conditions. 

 

 

  

Figure 19 A. Cross polarized optical microscopy image at 4x magnification of CNC-APTES-R, B. 

Non-CP image at 10x magnification of CNC-APTES-R, C. CP image at 20x magnification of 

CNC-APTES-R, D. Non-CP image of CNC-GA-R at 20x magnification, and E. Non-CP image of 

CNC-aCEA-R at 20x magnification  

 

 The antibodies have fluorescent probes directly conjugated to them which enabled to 

confirm the successful antibody immobilization reaction using fluorescence microscopy imaging. 

The fluorophore that is attached to the antibody CEA is the Alexa Fluor 555 dye which has an 

excitation maximum of 555 nm and an emission maximum of 580 nm (orange light). The common 
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filter set used when imaging a sample labeled with this dye is TRITC (Tetramethylrhodamine). 

The samples were imaged in dispersion form. Figures 20A and 20B show the fluorescence 

microscopy images of the CNC-GA-R (reference/non-labeled) and CNC-aCEA-R (labeled) 

respectively. The sample CNC-GA-R did not emit any light back to the detector or show a positive 

signal with significant intensity as observed from the blank image. On the other hand, the CNC-

aCEA-R showed a large increase in the fluorescence intensity. As seen from the respective images 

for CNC-aCEA-R, the sample is emitting light in orange red which corresponds to the presence of 

Alexa Fluor 555. Therefore, the antibodies were successfully immobilized onto the CNC-GA-R.  

 

  

Figure 20 Fluorescence microscopy images for A. CNC-GA-R, and B. CNC-aCEA-R; taken with 

TRITC filter at 10x magnification 

 

The background intensity in case of non-labeled should always match the background or 

minimum intensity in case of labeled sample. From Table 3, the minimum intensities for both the 

samples of observation are within the same range, denoting the same reference intensity but the 

maximum intensities varied as a result of the antibody immobilization reaction. The maximum 

intensity of CNC-aCEA-R increased at least by 25-fold as compared to the non-labeled one, but 

the mean intensity increase was only 3-fold. This could imply that the maximum intensity was as 

B A 
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a result of a few brightest spots in the sample while most of them were less bright. However, the 

light emission intensity by the fluorophores depends on several factors such as their lifetime, 

orientation, steric hindrance, viscosity etc.  

 

Table 3 Fluorescence intensities of CNC-GA-R and CNC-aCEA-R 

 

Sample name Mean Intensity 
Fluorescence Intensity 

Min Max 

CNC-aCEA-R 1923 511 16383 

CNC-GA-R 567 481 621 

 

 

4.5. Surface modification and biomarker immobilization on CNC - A final/optimized 

procedure 

 In this method, an aqueous solution was prepared by adding APTES (0.5%) to a mixture 

of 50 ml of water-ethanol, 80/20 (v/v %). Under stirring, the solution was acidified to a pH 4 using 

glacial acetic acid. This step was performed to improve the functionalization of the resulting 

surface-modified CNC.19, 121 4g of 11.3% CNC suspension in water (batch# 2018-FPL-CNC-126) 

was added to the APTES solution and ultrasonicated for 4 minutes (amplitude ~ 30%) to prevent 

the aggregation of the CNC. The mixture was kept for 2 hr (overnight could be preferred to achieve 

higher yields while washing) at room temperature under magnetic stirring. The resulting product 

was washed twice with ultrapure water via centrifugation (Beckman Coulter Allegra X-12R with 

an SX4750A rotor, 2200g, and 50-minute cycles). The bottom product was collected and labeled 

as CNC-APTES. For the second surface modification, 2.5% GA was dispersed in 10 ml of water 

and added to CNC-APTES. This reaction was allowed to take place for 1 hour (overnight could be 

preferred to achieve higher yields while washing) under gentle magnetic stirring at room 

temperature. The resulting mixture was washed twice with ultrapure water (40-minute cycles at 
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1800g). The bottoms were collected and labeled as CNC-GA. Then, 4 µl of each of the antibodies 

was diluted 5 ml of PBS and reacted with CNC-GA for an hour at room temperature under gentle 

magnetic stirring. This reaction was conducted in a dark environment to enable fluorescence 

analysis. Post reaction, the mixture was washed twice with PBS (30-minute cycles, 1700g). The 

resulting sample was wrapped in aluminum foil ensuring minimal light exposure while using it 

further. The samples were labeled as CNC-antiCEA, CNC-antiAFP and CNC-antiPSA. The 

antigen immobilization reactions were performed on the aforementioned samples using the 

respective antigens CEA, AFP, and PSA in PBS under the exact same conditions as the antecedent 

process. The resulting samples after washing steps were labeled as CNC-CEA, CNC-AFP and 

CNC-PSA. 

In this optimized procedure, a change back to the CNC suspension from the spray-dried 

powder used in the dispersion modification trial on the CNC method (Section 4.4) was made. This 

is because the fine powder has spherical shaped or donut-shaped particles with CNC already 

aggregated to each other.122 Whereas, the individual CNC are rod-like with high-aspect ratios,112 

which will give access to their nanoscale surface and exceptional properties. The surface 

modification and immobilization reactions of the CNC in dispersion state were presented in the 

scheme below (Figure 21). A similar scheme was used on solid aligned CNC films, with the shear 

aligned CNC film as the starting material. The film modification process was the simplest while 

the dispersion modification involved complex reaction conditions to account for the challenges 

posed in dispersion state.  
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Figure 21 Antibody-antigen immobilization reaction mechanism on CNC 

 

4.5.1. ATR-IR spectroscopy analysis  

 The reaction chemistry at each step until antibody immobilization was validated 

preliminarily using ATR-IR spectroscopy for one antibody namely antiCEA (since all the 

antibodies/antigens have similar functionalities). ATR-IR was performed to confirm each step of 

the reaction scheme (Figure 22). The initial CNC shows the absorbance peaks in the range 3400-

3300 cm-1. These are attributed to the stretching of the OH groups of cellulose. The peaks observed 

at 1426 and 1315 cm-1 in the spectra of both CNC and CNC-APTES were attributed to the 

symmetric bending of CH2 and the bending vibrations of the CH and CO groups of the rings in 

polysaccharides, respectively. The absorbance peaks in the range 1030-1161 cm-1 attributed to C-

O stretching and C-H rocking vibrations of the pyranose ring skeleton. 
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Figure 22 FTIR spectral overlay for CNC, CNC-APTES, CNC-GA and CNC-antiCEA 

 

For the CNC-APTES, the peaks at 1640 and 1459 cm-1 correspond to NH2 groups. The 

strong absorption of the two bands in the region 1000-1200 cm-1 assigned to Si-O-Si and Si-O-C 

bonds. The peak at 780 cm-1 is due to out-of-plane bending absorption of the amino group. The 

peaks in the range 3200-3400 cm-1 were assigned to OH free hydroxyl groups, from the silanol 

groups, and also to the N-H bending vibrations due to the primary amines on the surface 

(overlapping region of N-H and O-H bond stretches). For the CNC-GA, the absorbance peak in 

the range of 1630-1690 cm-1 corresponds to the amide (C=O stretch) functional group. The peaks 

in the range of 3200-3400 cm-1 are flattened as compared to the sharper peaks observed in the case 

of CNC-APTES. This could be due to the increase in the hydroxyl groups (from COOH) of the 

GA, and the overall decrease in primary NH2 groups as a result of GA reaction.  

After the antiCEA immobilization, the absorption at around 1600-1700 cm–1 was observed 

which corresponds to the protein amide (Amide I) band. The Amide I band is due to C-N stretching 

vibrations in combination with C=O bending. The corresponding N-H stretch in the range of 3200-
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3400 cm–1 is seen becoming sharper as compared to the previous step. This confirms the successful 

immobilization of the antibody.  

A comparison of the functionalization between the dispersion modified CNC-APTES and 

the film modified CNC-APTES was also performed using ATR-IR (Figure 23). It can be inferred 

that the dispersion modified CNC have sharper, high-intensity peaks at the wavelengths 

corresponding NH2, Si-O-Si and Si-O-C bonds, indicating superior surface modification as against 

the film modified counterparts.   

 

 
 

Figure 23 FTIR spectral overlay of dispersion and film modified CNC-APTES 

 

 

4.5.2. Thermal degradation studies 

The TGA coupled FTIR analysis or TGA was performed on various dispersions. Tests on 

CNC, CNC-APTES and CNC-GA and also the GA were conducted in both air and argon (Ar). 

Characterization of CNC-antiAG and CNC-AG, the TGA-FTIR analysis was performed in air. 

The amounts of antibody and antigen attached were very low compared to the bulk CNC-GA; 

therefore, it was challenging to accurately quantify the residual weight contributions of the 

functional groups due to antibody immobilization and antigen binding. When analyzing the TGA 
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data, the weight loss at the end of 120 °C hold was considered as 100 % mass and the rest of the 

data until 700 °C was recalculated. The TGA data was plotted with temperature on X-axis and the 

weight % on the Y-axis. The FTIR Gram-Schmidt data was plotted with the FTIR time in minutes 

and the intensity on the axes. This FTIR times can be correlated to the TGA times and temperatures 

which further gives information about the weight percentages and the gaseous evolution. 

The TGA analysis was performed on the ~11.3 wt.% CNC aqueous suspension (batch # 

2018-FPL-CNC-126) in both air and Ar atmosphere. The runs on the CNC in air were repeated for 

at least four times to check errors. The TGA may sometimes produce unreliable data if the loaded 

solid mass was very low (say less than 2 mg). In all of the repetitions, the results were very similar 

and the results from two of the runs were discussed here. In the final run (Figure 24), the initial 

weight of CNC that was loaded into the sample pan was 120 mg. The weight loss for the 

temperatures <120 °C was attributed to loss of free water. After the hold the remaining mass was 

13 mg of CNC. This was used as 100 wt. % and applied to all the weights until 700 °C. The CNC 

as showed good thermal stability, the material maintained at least 95 % mass at 240 °C; 95% mass 

retention was used to define the thermal degradation temperature, Td. Wang et al. (2007)123 and 

few others studied correlation between TGA residual masses, Td etc. to the amount of sulfate 

groups present on the surface of CNC. According to their studies, higher Td values (~240 °C) and 

low residual masses indicate the presence of very low amounts of sulfate groups on the CNC 

surfaces.13, 123, 124 Therefore, the presence of low amount of sulfates was justified from the low 

residual weights of CNC that were obtained in this study (~2 wt.%).123 The mass at 500 °C was 

0.6 mg where the oxidation of the char residue was supposed to begin. Finally, the mass at the end 

of isothermal hold at 700 °C was 0.24 mg; in all cases the residual mass was approximately 2 

wt.%. 
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Figure 24 TGA plot of CNC conducted using air as sample gas 

 

 

Figure 25 corresponds to the TGA-FTIR run on the CNC in air. This was performed to 

obtain more information on the decomposition products of CNC at various temperatures. For this 

sample, vacuum drying (30 min at 80 °C) was performed prior to the TGA-FTIR to increase the 

solid mass content. The FTIR started collecting data  50 minutes after the start of TGA data 

collection; this corresponded to the end of the 120 ºC isothermal hold. Therefore, 50 min. was 

added to the FTIR linked spectrum times to locate the corresponding temperature on the TGA.  

The weight loss was around 5 % up to 240 °C. The sharp weight loss (~73 wt.%) between 

240-450 °C corresponds to simultaneous degradation processes such as depolymerization, and 

decomposition of glycosyl groups of CNC to form a solid residue. The weight loss above 450 °C-

700 °C (~ 20 %) represents the oxidation and breakdown of the charred residue to lower molecular 

weight gaseous products (accompanied decomposition of residue).  
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Figure 25 TGA and Gram-Schmidt plots for CNC in air 

 

 

The FTIR linked spectrum at around 23 min (Figure 26A) which corresponds to 73 minutes 

from the TGA data showed the evolution of carbon dioxide (CO2) and water (H2O) along with 

some organo-sulfates presumably. The corresponding temperature range from the TGA marked 

for this evolution was around 335 °C. Since the sample was in gel form and vacuum drying stripped 

away the majority of the moisture, the acid moisture along with the sulfates were assumed to be 

evolved.125  The absorption bands at 1200 cm-1 and 1000 cm-1 could be attributed to -OSO3
-; 810 

cm-1 to acid sulfate, -HSO4
- 126, 127 and the sharp absorbance peak at around 2350-2400 cm-1 could 

be attributed to CO2. Figure 26B shows the spectrum at 31 minutes and the corresponding 

temperature was around 413 °C. The broad bands at around 600-700 and 3550-3700 cm-1 could be 

attributed to CO2.
127, 128 The sharp high intensity peak close to 2400 cm-1 could be attributed to 

CO2 and the two small peaks around 2200-2300 cm-1 could be attributed to the evolution of carbon 
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monoxide (CO) gas. Figure 26C shows the spectrum at 85 minutes which was collected at 700 °C 

during the isothermal hold, the products from the oxidation of the solid residue were observed 

evolving. The broad bands at 1300-1900 cm-1 and 3500-3900 cm-1 could be attributed to H2O. The 

double peak at 2300 cm-1 corresponds to CO.128  

 

   

  

Figure 26 A, B, and C. FTIR linked spectra of CNC corresponding to the evolution of various 

compounds at 335 °C, 413 °C, and 700 °C respectively. 

 

 Figure 27 corresponds to the TGA plot of CNC conducted using Ar as sample gas. The Td 

was similar to the value obtained for the CNC in air i.e. 242 °C. However, the residual wt.% in Ar 

increased significantly to 26 wt. % as compared to the 2 wt. % in air. This could be mainly 

attributed to the char residue from the formation of carbides in the presence of Ar whereas in air 

there would be higher gaseous evolution with accompanying mass loss due to the combustion of 

the char to form oxides. No TGA repetitions were conducted in Ar for CNC and this analysis is 

based on the data from a single run. The initial mass was 106 mg; after 120 °C hold the mass was 
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12 mg and the final residual mass at the end of 700 °C hold was 3 mg. The weight loss in the range 

of 240-450 °C was 55 % which was less than the value obtained in air (~73 %). And, the weight 

loss beyond this point until the end of 700 °C decreased significantly to approximately 14 % in Ar 

as compared to the air runs (20 %). This could be because of the elimination of several oxidation 

reactions due to Ar environment which could occur in the presence of air. From the data, the TGA 

curves of CNC in Ar were very smooth as compared to CNC in air (Figures 24 and 25). In air, at 

a temperature of approximately 450 °C, there was at least 5 °C shift backwards that was seen in 

all of the repetitive runs which was assumed to be happening due to the higher ramping rate i.e. 10 

°C/min. This was not observed when the sample gas was shifted to Ar.  

 

 

Figure 27 TGA plot for CNC using Ar as sample gas 

 

Figure 28 corresponds to the TGA plot and the FTIR Gram-Schmidt overlay for the 

dispersion CNC-APTES conducted in air. Two repetitions were conducted on CNC-APTES 

coming from two different reaction batches using same conditions to confirm the reliability of the 

data and the results were in agreement with each other. The degradation temperature was around 
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231 °C where the weight loss was 5 %. From Td to 450 °C, the weight loss was 58 % and at higher 

temperatures from 500-700 °C, the weight loss was 34 % leaving behind a residual weight % of 3. 

The slightest increase in the residual weight could be on account of the added silicon functionality 

due to APTES functionalization. In terms of actual mass, the initial mass that was loaded for 

analysis was 98 mg. The mass by the end of 120 °C hold was around 8 mg and the final residual 

mass was 0.2 mg.  

 

 

Figure 28 TGA and Gram-Schmidt plots for CNC-APTES in air 

 

Spectrum 1 collected at a temperature of 152 °C (Figure 29A) showed the evolution of CO2 

and H2O along with some organo-sulfates. The FTIR peak intensities of -OSO3
- and -HSO4

- 

decreased or were less prominent as compared to the CNC. This could be because of the added 

APTES weights. The linked spectrum at 250 °C (Figure 29B) showed an evolution of CO2, H2O 

along with nitrous oxide (N2O) and nitric oxide (NO) presumably. The additional evolution of N2O 

corresponding to wavenumber around 2400 cm-1 and NO around 1100-1200 cm-1 were assumed to 
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be coming from the amino functionality present in APTES. The linked spectrum at 355 °C (Figure 

29C) consisted of mainly CO2, and H2O while the linked spectrum at 538 °C (Figure 29D) showed 

an additional evolution of CO.  

 

 

 

Figure 29 A, B, C and D. FTIR linked spectra of CNC-APTES in air corresponding to the evolution 

of various compounds at 152 °C, 250 °C, 355 °C and 538 °C respectively. 

 

Figure 30 corresponds to the TGA plot and the FTIR Gram-Schmidt overlay for the 

dispersion CNC-APTES conducted under Ar atmosphere. The analysis on this sample is based on 

the data/results from a single run. The initial loading mass was 108 mg. The mass at the end of 

120 °C hold was around 9 mg and the final residual mass was therefore 3 mg. From Td to 450 °C, 

the weight loss was 52 % and at higher temperatures from 450-700 °C, the weight loss was 11 %. 

The residual weight % was approximately 32 wt.% which was much higher than the CNC-APTES 

air run (3 wt.%). This can be mainly attributed to the Ar atmosphere. A residual weight % of 32 
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was obtained which could be due to the char residue along with silicon-based compounds 

(siloxanes, Si-O-C etc.) formation as a result of APTES modification of CNC. 

 

Figure 30 TGA and Gram-Schmidt plots for CNC-APTES in Ar 

 

The linked spectrum at 243 °C in Figure 31A showed evolution of H2O, CO2 and organo-

sulfates along with some possible ethylene. There was also N2O evolution assumed to be coming 

from the amino group after APTES functionalization but with slightly reduced intensity as 

compared to the CNC-APTES air run. The linked spectrum at 255 °C (Figure 31B) showed 

evolution of H2O, CO2 and NO. At 544 °C, the evolution consisted of H2O and CO2. The sharp 

peak at 3000 cm-1 could be attributed to methane (CH4) and the double peak in the range of 2900-

2800 cm-1 could be attributed to the ethylene as a result of degradation (Figure 31C). During the 

isothermal hold at 700 °C, the linked spectrum collected mainly consisted of CO and CO2 (Figure 

31D).  
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Figure 31 A, B, C and D. FTIR linked spectra of CNC-APTES in Ar corresponding to the evolution 

of various compounds at 243 °C, 255 °C, 544 °C and 700 °C respectively. 

 

 In addition to characterizing the CNC with bound APTES and GA, TGA analysis was also 

performed on GA (as obtained from vendor) which is a solid at room temperature. Figure 32 

corresponds to the TGA plot of the GA conducted using air as sample gas. The Td value obtained 

at 5 % weight loss of the sample was 142 °C. This analysis was based on the data from a single 

run. The initial mass was around 19 mg; after 120 °C hold, the mass was 17 mg and the final 

residual mass at the end of 700 °C hold was negligible. There was a sharp weight loss starting from 

150 °C until around 240 °C. The mass at the end of 240 °C was approximately 0.03 mg. The 

accompanied weight loss in this range of 150-240 °C was 91 % and the final residual weight % at 

the end of 700 °C was 0.02 %.  
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Figure 32 TGA plot of GA using air as sample gas 

 

 The TGA analysis was also performed on GA under Ar atmosphere. Figure 33 corresponds 

to the TGA plot of the GA conducted using Ar as sample gas. The Td value obtained at 5 % weight 

loss of the sample was around 139 °C. This analysis was also based on the data from a single run. 

The initial mass was around 19 mg; after 120 °C hold, the mass was 16 mg and the final residual 

mass at the end of 700 °C hold was also almost negligible but slightly higher than the air run. 

There was a sharp weight loss starting from 150 °C until around 240 °C similar to the air run. 

However, the mass at the end of 240 °C decreased slightly to 0.02 mg. The accompanied weight 

loss in this range of 150-240 °C was also 91 % but the final residual weight % at the end of 700 

°C increased to 0.06 %.  
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Figure 33 TGA plot of GA using Ar as sample gas 

 

Figure 34 corresponds to the TGA plot and the FTIR Gram-Schmidt overlay for the 

dispersion CNC-GA conducted in air. The analysis on this sample is based on the data/results from 

a single run. The degradation temperature was around 220 °C where the weight loss was 5 %. 

From Td to 450 °C, the weight loss was 55 % and at higher temperatures from 500-700 °C, the 

weight loss was 28 % leaving behind a residual weight of 12 wt. %. This increase in the residual 

weight in comparison to CNC-APTES in air (3 %) could be on account of introduction of amide 

functionality into the structure from the GA modification as they do not oxidize easily.129 The 

degradation of the amides commences at high temperatures, around 400 °C where their 

dehydration starts leaving behind C-N groups. The C-N along with the Si and char residue could 

be the dominant reason for the increased residual mass. In terms of actual mass, the initial mass 

that was loaded into the TGA sample pan for analysis was 140 mg. The mass by the end of 120 °C 

hold was around 14 mg and therefore the final residual mass was 2 mg. The linked spectrum at 

around 312 °C in Figure 35A showed evolution of H2O and CO2. The linked spectrum at 463 °C 
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(Figure 35B) showed evolution of CO2 and CO. At 525 °C, the evolution mainly consisted of CO2 

(Figure 35C). At 700 °C, the linked spectrum collected mainly consisted of H2O and CO2 (Figure 

35D).  

 

Figure 34 TGA and Gram-Schmidt plots for CNC-GA in air 

 

 

 

 

Figure 35 A, B, C and D. FTIR linked spectra of CNC-GA in air corresponding to the evolution 

of various compounds at 312 °C, 463 °C, 525 °C and 624 °C respectively. 
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Figure 36 corresponds to the TGA plot and the FTIR Gram-Schmidt overlay for the 

dispersion CNC-GA conducted under Ar atmosphere. The analysis on this sample is based on the 

data/results from a single run. The residual mass was approximately 29 wt.% which was slightly 

lower as compared to the CNC-APTES Ar run (32 wt.%). This result is opposite of the one that 

was obtained in air for the CNC-APTES and CNC-GA where the residual mass increased after GA 

modification. So, this could be mainly attributed to the sample gas atmosphere as there are no 

oxidation reactions in Ar atmosphere. The slightly higher value observed in CNC-APTES Ar run 

could be attributed to the Si residue which decreases in percentage with GA functionalization. The 

initial loading mass was 116 mg. The mass at the end of 120 °C hold was around 8 mg and the 

final residual mass was therefore 2.4 mg. From Td to 450 °C, the weight loss was 53 % and at 

higher temperatures from 500-700 °C, the weight loss was 13 % leaving behind a residual weight 

% of 29. 

 

Figure 36 TGA and Gram-Schmidt plots for CNC-GA in Ar 
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The linked spectra at around 202 °C below in Figure 37A showed evolution of H2O. The 

linked spectrum at 245 °C (Figure 37B) showed evolution of H2O, CO2 and NO. The linked 

spectrum at 405 °C (Figure 37C) consisted of H2O, CO2 and CO evolution. At 525 °C, the 

evolution comprised of H2O, CO2, CH4 along with CO (Figure 37D). During the isothermal hold 

at 700 °C, the linked spectrum collected mainly consisted of CO and CO2 (Figure 37E).  

 

 

 

 

Figure 37 A, B, C and D. FTIR linked spectra of CNC-GA in Ar corresponding to the evolution 

of various compounds at 202 °C, 245 °C, 405 °C, 525 °C and 700 °C respectively. 
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After each antibody immobilization and antigen binding, the TGA-FTIR analysis were 

performed, and they all looked similar. As mentioned earlier, the small amount of immobilized   

antibody/antigen precludes accurately quantifying the amounts using TGA. For all these 

dispersions, the sample gas atmosphere was set to air (Figures 38A-F) and the analysis is based on 

the data/results from a single run. The Td of CNC-antiCEA (Figure 38A) was approximately 218 

°C which is close to the value obtained for the CNC-GA air run. The residual mass at the end of 

700 °C was 7 %. This decrease was assumed to have occurred due to the added protein 

denaturation.130 The antibody addition would reduce the overall weight percentage of the thermally 

stable groups from the previous steps. At lower temperatures (<150 °C), the major weight loss was 

attributed to the water and other dehydration processes from the various groups present. The linked 

spectra for the temperatures until around 316 °C and below showed evolution of CO2 (Figure 39A). 

Since the antibodies are comprised of a large number of N and C terminals, the combustion 

products namely N2O, CO, CO2 etc. along with H2O (oxidation) were the evolution gases at 

temperatures >500 °C until 700 °C from the linked spectra presented in Figure 39B and 39C.  

This trend of gaseous evolution was very similar for all the rest of the samples CNC-

antiAFP, CNC-antiPSA, CNC-CEA, CNC-AFP, and CNC-PSA. The Td of the CNC-antiAFP and 

CNC-antiPSA were 220 °C and 217 °C respectively (Figure 38B and 38C), and the residual mass 

of both were around 8 wt.%. The Td’s of the CNC-CEA, CNC-AFP and CNC-PSA were 121 °C, 

190 °C and 217 °C respectively (Figure 38D-F); and their residual masses were around 5 %, 14 

%, and 13 % respectively. The Td value was lower in case of CNC-CEA which was unexpected, 

and the exact reason for this was unknown. For all of these dispersions after antibody 

immobilization and antigen binding, the actual masses at different points were mentioned in Table 

4. The residual masses and percentage weight losses of each of the samples in both air and Ar 
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discussed in this section were also tabulated in Table 4. Since the antibody immobilized CNC and 

the antigen bound CNC were only analyzed using TGA in air, the Ar columns were left blank in 

each category of Table 4. 

 

   

  

   

Figure 38 TGA and Gram-Schmidt plots conducted in air for, A. CNC-antiCEA, B. CNC-antiAFP, 

C. CNC-antiPSA, D. CNC-CEA, E. CNC-AFP, F. CNC-PSA 
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Figure 39 FTIR linked spectra common to all samples above (Figures 38A-F) at temperatures, A. 

316 °C, and B. 500 °C, and C. 700 °C  

 

All the values presented below in the Tables 4 and 5 are based on the results from the final 

repetitions (if there were any) as discussed in this section under each sample analysis. 

 

Table 4 TGA sample masses at various temperatures for the dispersion modified CNC at each step 

conducted in air and Ar atmosphere. 

 

Sample Initial mass (mg) Mass at the end of 120 

°C hold (mg) 

Residual mass (mg) 

In air In Ar In air In Ar In air In Ar 

CNC 120 106 13 12 0.2 3 

CNC-APTES 98 108 8 9 0.2 3 

CNC-GA 140 116 14 8 2 2.4 

CNC-antiCEA 67 - 7 - 0.5 - 

CNC-antiAFP 87 - 8 - 0.6 - 

CNC-antiPSA 118 - 12 - 1 - 

CNC-CEA 129 - 32 - 1.5 - 

CNC-AFP 152 - 9.5 - 1.3 - 

CNC-CEA 125 - 9 - 1 - 
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Table 5 TGA percentage weight losses between various temperature points and final residual 

weights for the dispersion modified CNC at each step conducted in air and Ar atmosphere. 

 

Sample Weight loss (%) Final Residual 

weight (%)  From Td* to 450 °C  450 °C – 700 °C  

In air In Ar In air In Ar In air In Ar 

CNC 73 55 20 14 2 26 

CNC-APTES 58 52 34 11 3 32 

CNC-GA 55 53 28 13 12 29 

*Td corresponds to 5 % mass loss in the sample after 120 °C isothermal hold 

 

4.5.3. Following layers interaction by QCM-D 

The film-modification reactions were followed in the 1 & 2 chambers while the dispersion 

modification reactions were followed in 3 & 4 chambers for the three biomarker cases (CEA, AFP 

& PSA) of our interest. So, a total of four reaction methods were followed in the four different 

chambers in order to detect each biomarker. In Method 1, the CNC dispersion was spin-coated on 

the QCM sensor which was then modified with APTES, GA and antibodies in order, followed by 

introduction into QCM-D (in situ) for antigen detection (see Figure 40A). Method 2 was similar 

to Method 1 until the APTES step after which the sensor was introduced in situ to perform the rest 

of the steps (see Figure 40B). In Method 3, all the reactions until antibody immobilization were 

performed on dispersed CNC. The antibody-immobilized CNC dispersions were spin-coated on 

the sensor surfaces followed by antigen detection in situ (see Figure 40C). In Method 4, the 

dispersion modified CNC until the antibody immobilization step was directly passed in situ 

followed by antigen detection in situ (see Figure 40D). These methods were followed for all the 

three model cancer antibodies and antigens that were discussed earlier. Hence, there are a total of 

twelve reactions data from QCM-D and the analysis was based on the results or data obtained from 

one set of experiments without repetitions except for the CEA antigen detection reactions.  
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Figure 40 A. Film modification reaction in QCM-D chamber 1- Method 1, B. Film modification 

reaction in QCM-D chamber 2 - Method 2, C. Dispersion modification reaction in QCM-D 

chamber 3 - Method 3, D. Dispersion modification reaction in QCM-D chamber 2 - Method 4 
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The CEA detection for the first set of experiments were conducted in QCM-D using the 

spray-dried CNC powder as the starting material following the method described in Section 4.4. 

From the results, it was hard to comment on the amounts of antigen adsorption in the Methods 1 

and 2 which correspond to the film modification reactions. This was because the frequency 

decreases and accompanying mass increases was negligible. However, the amounts of antigen 

adsorbed using the dispersion modification reactions, Methods 3 and 4 were 194 and 110 ng/m2 

respectively. Following this, the CEA detection was repeated along with AFP and PSA detection 

by starting with the CNC suspension (batch # 2018-FPL-CNC-126). 

Figures 41A-D correspond to all the reactions following four methods leading to the 

biomarker CEA detection on the CEA antibody immobilized CNC. In all the figures, the arrow 

marks point towards the frequency shift during the antigen detection reaction when a particular 

antigen solution in PBS was passed through the sensor surfaces. There was the respective solvent 

flush before and after each reaction step in QCM-D. The pre-flush (before a reaction) was 

performed to stabilize the adhered layers in that particular solvent in which the following reaction 

would be performed. And the post flush was performed to ensure the bonding of the reagents as a 

result of the reaction was strong enough. If there is an accompanying mass loss during the post 

flush, which is accompanied by the increase in frequency, it indicates that the reagents are not 

strongly bound to the surface layer. Hence, this mass loss was taken into consideration while 

calculating the mass of a particular reagent layer adhering to the surface using Dfind software. 
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Figure 41 QCM-D frequency and dissipation shifts from CNC surface modification with the 

biomarker CEA for: A. Method 1, B. Method 2, C. Method 3, and D. Method 4. 

 

Similarly, Figures 42A-D and 43A-D correspond to the biomarkers AFP and PSA detection 

reactions in QCM-D. In addition, the Sauerbrey equation was used to quantify the sensing 

capabilities or the antibody-antigen binding in terms of the mass and thickness of the antigen layer 

adsorbed on the CNC-antibody sensors. The results are tabulated in Table 6 and the analysis was 

based on the results from the single set of experiments. In case of all the three biomarkers, the 

dispersion modified CNC has better sensing performance as compared to the film modified ones. 

Also, in the dispersion modified cases (Methods 3 & 4) for all the three biomarkers, the sensitivity 

of the CNC-antiCEA sensor was the highest particularly in Method 4.  
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Figure 42 QCM-D frequency and dissipation shifts from CNC surface modification with the 

biomarker AFP for A. Method 1, B. Method 2, C. Method 3, and D. Method 4. 

 

 

 

Figure 43 QCM-D frequency and dissipation shifts from CNC surface modification with the 

biomarker PSA for A. Method 1, B. Method 2, C. Method 3, and D. Method 4. 
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C D 
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Table 6 Quantification of antigen layer binding onto the antibody immobilized CNC from QCM-

D 

 

 

 

One other important observation is that in case of the biomarkers AFP and PSA, Method 3 

showed higher sensitivity than the Method 4, as seen from the values of these antigens adsorbed. 

This trend was contradictory for the biomarker CEA case where the antigen adsorption was the 

highest in Method 4. This abnormality could be because of the differences in the formation of the 

surface while spin coating in Method 3 during the CEA run. The masses of reagents adsorbed 

during the other reaction steps conducted in QCM-D such as GA and antibody reactions for each 

biomarker detection case were also quantified. These results were presented below in Table 7. 

Methods 1 and 3 only have the antigen reactions which were conducted in situ whose masses were 

quantified already as shown in Table 6. So, in the below table the masses from reactions conducted 

using Methods 2 and 4 were presented. In all of the Methods, the APTES reaction was conducted 

outside and so only the masses from GA and antibody reactions were given below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mass of  

antigen 

adsorbed 

[ng/m
2
]

Thickness of 

the antigen 

layer  [nm]

Mass of  

antigen 

adsorbed 

[ng/m
2
]

Thickness of 

the antigen 

layer  [nm]

Mass of  

antigen 

adsorbed 

[ng/m
2
]

Thickness of 

the antigen 

layer  [nm]

1 7 0.3 2 0.05 10 0.05

2 103 1.25 27 1.5 33 0.25

3 286 1.8 75 0.75 300 2.6

4 133 0.8 51 0.35 6322 70

AFP PSA CEA

Method 
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Table 7 Quantification of GA and antibody immobilization reactions from QCM-D in Methods 2 

and 4 

 

Method Mass of the reagent adsorbed [ng/m2] 

GA Antibody 

CEA 

GA   AFP GA Antibody 

PSA 

2 100 320 18 60 39 174 

4 - 5602 - 42 - 124 

 

 

4.5.4. Specificity experiments using QCM-D 

 The specificity experiments were conducted only on the dispersion modified CNC in 

QCM-D and particularly following the procedure described for Method 3. They were performed 

in three different sets for the three different antibody-antigen pairs. The first set was aimed to 

check the CEA pair specificity, second – AFP pair specificity and the third – PSA pair specificity. 

For each of these tests, the dispersions CNC-antiCEA, CNC-antiAFP and CNC-antiPSA were 

prepared following the immobilization scheme in dispersion (as discussed in Section 4.5). These 

three dispersions were then spin-coated onto three Qsense gold sensors and introduced into the 

three QCM-D chambers in the same order. PBS was flushed through all of these chambers until 

the frequency curve remained stable. The antigen solution was prepared by dispersing it in PBS. 

In the first set of reactions, the antigen CEA solution was passed through the three sensors with 

the layers CNC-antiCEA, CNC-antiAFP and CNC-antiPSA. The resulting layers after the antigen 

CEA immobilization reaction were labeled as CNC-CEA, CNC-antiAFP-CEA and CNC-antiPSA-

CEA. After the frequency got stabilized, the solvent PBS flush was performed to track any mass 

variations. This similar technique was followed for the second and third sets of reactions using the 

remaining antigens AFP and PSA respectively. After all the reactions, there were nine sensors in 

total which are as follows (in order) -  

Reaction Set 1: CNC-CEA, CNC-antiAFP-CEA and CNC-antiPSA-CEA 
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Reaction Set 2: CNC-antiCEA-AFP, CNC-AFP and CNC-antiPSA-AFP 

Reaction Set 3: CNC-antiCEA-PSA, CNC-antiAFP-PSA and CNC-PSA 

The QCM-D plots for the above nine cases are displayed below (Figures 44A-I) and a 

tabulated column with the masses and thickness of the antigen layers were also presented (Table 

8). The most desired scenario is that the sensors CNC-antiCEA, CNC-antiAFP, and CNC-antiPSA 

would show the highest detection capabilities/frequency drops towards CEA, AFP and PSA 

detection respectively. All of these results and discussion were based on single set of experiments.  

From the quantified results, the CEA antigen is attaching to all the three antibody 

immobilized sensor surfaces (CNC-antiCEA, CNC-antiAFP and CNC-antiPSA) with the highest 

mass on CNC-antiPSA instead of CNC-antiCEA). This could mean that the antibody PSA is cross-

reacting with the antigen CEA. It can also be inferred from the respective plots (Figure 44C) that 

the frequency shift is steep in case of CNC-antiPSA-CEA as compared to the other two. In the 

second reaction set, which corresponds to the AFP attachment, the lowest mass was recorded on 

the CNC-antiAFP sensor, which was unexpected. The mass of the AFP attached on the CNC-

antiPSA sensor (115 ng/m2) was the highest followed by CNC-antiCEA (106 ng/m2). So, the 

antibody AFP is cross-reacting with both the antigens CEA and PSA. In the third reaction set, 

which corresponds to PSA antigen interaction on the three surfaces, CNC-antiPSA showed the 

highest positive signal (PSA mass = 312 ng/m2) with antigen PSA.  
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Figure 44 QCM-D Specificity plots on the sensor surfaces, A. CNC-antiCEA reacted with CEA, 

B. CNC-antiAFP reacted with CEA, C. CNC-antiPSA reacted with CEA antigen, D. CNC-

antiCEA reacted with AFP, E. CNC-antiAFP reacted with AFP, F. CNC-antiPSA reacted with 

AFP, G. CNC-antiCEA reacted with PSA, H. CNC-antiAFP reacted with PSA, and I. CNC-

antiPSA reacted with PSA. 

 

Adding another dimension to this data, when we compare the different antigens binding on 

the CNC-antiCEA surface from the Table 8, the mass of the CEA adsorbed is the highest which is 

200 ng/m2 as compared to AFP and PSA which were 106 and 93 ng/m2. When looked in the same 

way, the CNC-antiPSA sensor surface is again more specific to its immunogen PSA as compared 

to other antigens. The CNC-antiAFP surface is not specific in either way.  

 The Method 3 in Table 6 data which corresponds to the adsorption of a specific antigen to 

its respective antibody can be compared with the same in Table 8. The concentrations of the 

dispersions spin-coated on top of the sensor surface was the same in both of these cases. The 
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masses of CEA and AFP adsorbed on CNC-antiCEA and CNC-antiAFP surfaces respectively 

decreased in the specificity tests (Table 8) as compared to the same in Table 6. However, the mass 

of PSA adsorbed on to the CNC-antiPSA increased remarkably (from 75 ng/m2 to 312 ng/m2) in 

the specificity runs as compared to the original runs. The exact reason for this anomaly was 

unknown and was assumed to be because of the model fitting. So, more repetitions need to be 

performed in the future to understand and resolve this issue.     

 

Table 8 Specificity tests – Mass and thickness of the antigen layers (CEA, AFP & PSA) 

 

Sensor 

surface 

CEA antigen layer AFP antigen layer PSA antigen layer 

Mass of 

antigen 

adsorbed 

[ng/m2] 

Thickness 

of the 

antigen 

layer [nm] 

Mass of 

antigen 

adsorbed 

[ng/m2] 

Thickness 

of the 

antigen 

layer [nm] 

Mass of 

antigen 

adsorbed 

[ng/m2] 

Thickness 

of the 

 antigen 

layer [nm] 

CNC-

antiCEA 
200 0.8 106 0.7 93 0.6 

CNC-

antiAFP 
141 0.56 76 0.5 102 0.64 

CNC-

antiPSA 
276 1.1 115 0.7 312 2 

  

 

The cross-reactivity behaviors of the antibodies with other antigens was unexpected as they 

were monoclonal. Cross-reactivity was often found to be predominant with several monoclonal 

antibodies including CEA and PSA that were used in this study. Many human antibodies have 

been reported to possess significant cross-reactivity with the homologous proteins in non-human 

models, such as a mouse, rat, monkey etc.131-135 A few articles also discuss this similar issue of 

cross-reactivity of the CEA and PSA human monoclonal antibodies with other human kallikrein 

derived antigens.136-138 The cross-reactivity depends on the extent of protein sequence similarity 

(homology) between the immunogen and the potential cross-reactive protein. In general, cross-
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reactivity can occur if the sequence of the immunogen and the potential cross-reactive protein 

share 75% sequence homology.   

The five immunoglobulin classes (isotypes) of antibody molecules found in serum are IgG, 

IgM, IgA, IgE and IgD. The antibodies used in this study belong to the isotype IgG which is 

distinguished by the presence of heavy chains called γ-chains. IgG is the most prevalent antibody 

in mammalian tissue and cross-reactivity was reported in assays using such tissue-derived samples 

with the entire Igs, as primary immunoglobulins. Therefore, use of fragments, rather than entire 

Igs, as primary immunoglobulins could be one approach to prevent cross-reactivity. 

All of the antibodies that were used in this study namely CEA, AFP and PSA were obtained 

from Bioss as discussed in Section 3.1. All the antibodies were produced in vivo with the help of 

the mouse immune system. Their specification from the seller website mentioned that the 

antibodies CEA and PSA have reactivity to human species antigens, and AFP possesses reactivity 

to both human and rat antigens. Reactivity to a species/group of species means that the antibodies 

have manifested cross-reactivity behaviors with the homologous target antigens from these 

species. So, in this scenario, the antibodies CEA, AFP and PSA can recognize epitopes that are 

alike in all the human species antigens. It also means that the cross-reactivity with antigens of other 

mammalian species was not tested and is quite likely to occur. 

The use of the secondary antibody specific to the primary antibody can overcome species 

cross-reactivity and increases specificity. Various polyclonal antibodies which come under cross-

adsorbed secondary antibodies are specially synthesized with an additional purification step in 

order to remove the members in the antibody that bind to off-target species of immunoglobulin 

(IgG) class. There are different protocols in choosing the suitable secondary antibody depending 
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on the experiment set up (for example, the secondary antibody should be chosen coming from a 

different host). 

However, cross-reactivity is not always an undesired property as it can improve an 

antibody’s scope of application in recognizing other biomarkers. Therefore, future research should 

consider potential cross-reactivity between chosen antibodies based on the specific research goals.  

 

4.5.5. Anisotropic fluorescence  

The anisotropy values for PBS and CNC-GA were zero while they showed some 

fluorescence intensities from the Table 9. Since all the antibodies have fluorescent labels 

conjugated directly to them, the fluorescence intensity readings were taken for the solvent PBS, 

CNC-GA and following the antibody immobilization. The fluorescence intensity measurements 

confirm the successful antibody reaction in all the three cases from the increase in fluorescence 

intensities after antibody immobilization. The decrease after the antigen reaction is observed in 

almost all the cases and it does not relate to the antibody-antigen binding. Therefore, fluorescence 

anisotropy measurements were performed to confirm the successful antibody-antigen binding. The 

anisotropy was also used to detect the specificity of a particular antibody to its respective antigen 

and any cross-reactivity behavior with other antigens. This common ID, CNC-antibody-antigen 

was used for all the possible combination reactions between any two non-specific antibody-antigen 

pairs. For example, the label for the sample CNC-antiCEA-AFP denotes the CEA immobilized 

CNC that was reacted with AFP antigen.  

As discussed in the experimental section, the samples CNC-CEA, CNC-AFP and CNC-

PSA correspond to the corresponding antibody-antigen binding. The anisotropy results and 

fluorescence intensities were tabulated (Table 9). In all the anisotropy readings, since the amount 
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of antibody and antigen used are negligible in comparison to the bulk CNC-GA, the changes in 

anisotropy between the CNC-antibody and CNC-antigen samples were low.117 The anisotropy 

experiments were conducted on the dispersions from two different batches of reaction to check the 

repeatability as shown in the table and the 2 sets of data were labeled as ‘Anisotropy 1 and 

‘Anisotropy 2’. One anisotropy reading per sample in each of these two batches was taken. The 

associated error was based on the minimum and maximum values. From the results shown in Table 

9, the anisotropy increase from CNC-antiCEA to CNC-CEA was the highest as compared to the 

other antibody-antigen pairs. However, the associated error obtained in the case of CNC-CEA was 

also the highest. In the other two cases, CNC-antiAFP and CNC-antiPSA showed highest affinity 

to their immunogens AFP and PSA respectively, but the associated error was high. So, it was hard 

to conclude that each of these antibodies were specific to their immunogens.  
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Table 9 Fluorescent intensities and anisotropy measurements for two batches of dispersions 

 

Sample ID Fluorescence 

intensity 

Aniso. 1 Aniso. 2 Avg. Min Max (+) 

Error 

(-) 

Error 

PBS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

CNC-GA 75 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

CNC-

antiCEA 

193 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 

CNC-CEA 113 1 0.1 0.7 0.1 1 0.6 0.6 

CNC-

antiCEA-

AFP 

142 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 

CNC-

antiCEA-

PSA 

174 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 

CNC-

antiAFP 

180 0.1 0 0.1 0 0.1 0.1 0.1 

CNC-AFP 61 0.3 0 0.2 0 0.3 0.1 0.1 

CNC-

antiAFP-

PSA 

144 0.1 0 0.1 0 0.1 0 0 

CNC-

antiAFP-

CEA 

139 0.2 0 0.1 0 0.2 0.1 0.1 

CNC-

antiPSA 

341 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0 0 

CNC-PSA 271 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 

CNC-

antiPSA-

CEA 

222 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0 0 

CNC-

antiPSA-

AFP 

245 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 

 

The reason for the huge error was assumed to be arising from the difference in sample 

batches. Therefore, the next set of measurements were obtained from a single batch which 

considerably reduced errors. A new reaction batch was generated, and each resulting sample was 

divided into four portions. The anisotropy of these four portions was measured individually which 
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allowed to obtain four repetitive readings on a single sample. Further, this procedure can also take 

into account the instrument biases and any errors as these portions came from the same sample. 

The anisotropy data of all the antibody/antigen reacted dispersions were tabulated as shown in the 

Table 10 below.  

 

Table 10 Anisotropy readings for CNC-antibody and CNC-antigen dispersions from single batch 

 

 

 

 Figure 46A corresponds to the anisotropy measurements to check the specificity 

and cross-reactivity of the antibody CEA towards antigens CEA, AFP and PSA. There was a 

significant increase in anisotropy after the antigens binding to the CNC-antiCEA. The average 

anisotropy of the CNC-CEA was higher than the CNC-antiCEA-AFP and CNC-antiCEA-PSA 

which means that the affinity of the antibody CEA to its immunogen CEA is the highest. From 

Figure 46B, the increase in anisotropy from CNC-antiAFP and CNC-AFP was also highest as 

compared to CNC-antiAFP-CEA and CNC-antiAFP-PSA, but the associated error was huge. From 

the Figure 46C, the antibody PSA showed higher affinity towards antigen AFP followed by the 

antigen CEA. The affinity of the antibody PSA towards its immunogen PSA was the least as 

Load 1 Load 2 Load 3 Load 4

CNC-antiCEA 0.029 0.042 0.043 0.102 0.054 0.033

CNC-CEA 0.390 0.312 0.330 0.304 0.334 0.039

CNC-antiCEA-AFP 0.330 0.289 0.283 0.347 0.312 0.031

 CNC-antiCEA-PSA 0.245 0.316 0.331 0.360 0.313 0.049

CNC-antiAFP 0.144 0.162 0.173 0.173 0.163 0.014

CNC-AFP 0.187 0.361 0.109 0.197 0.214 0.106

CNC-antiAFP-CEA 0.188 0.202 0.175 0.186 0.188 0.011

CNC-antiAFP-PSA 0.176 0.146 0.210 0.159 0.173 0.028

CNC-antiPSA 0.018 0.170 0.172 0.134 0.124 0.072

CNC-PSA 0.192 0.136 0.182 0.182 0.173 0.025

CNC-antiPSA-CEA 0.253 0.233 0.027 0.256 0.192 0.111

CNC-antiPSA-AFP 0.272 0.238 0.239 0.335 0.271 0.045

Fluorescence Anisotropy
Sample Average

Standard 

Deviation
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observed from the bar graph as compared to the other two antigens. So, the antibody PSA was not 

specific to its antigen PSA and cross-reacted with the CEA and AFP. Although the antibody AFP 

showed highest affinity to AFP, the associated error was huge which made it difficult to confirm 

the specificity. Therefore, only the antibody CEA showed specificity to its antigen CEA. The 

anisotropy results were close to the results that were obtained from the QCM-D specificity tests. 

Both QCM-D and FA show that the antibody CEA possesses highest affinity to its immunogen 

CEA.  

 

  

 

Figure 45 Fluorescence Anisotropy measurements for confirming- A. antiCEA-CEA specificity, 

B. antiAFP-AFP specificity, and C. antiPSA-PSA specificity, on the CNC 
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Chapter 5. Conclusions 

 

 This work demonstrates antibody immobilization on dispersed cellulose nanocrystals using 

APTES-GA chemistry. The APTES functionalization was not successful when performed by a 

simple method using water as a solvent. In contrast, the method adapted from Saha et al.15 was 

complicated and created large aggregates but successfully imparted the amino functionalization 

on to CNC which was confirmed by FTIR. Finally, a method modified from Kargarzadeh et al.19 

imparted the amino functionalization on the CNC surface in a way that was simple and resulted in 

significantly less aggregation even for dispersion concentrations up to 6 wt.%. The analysis of 

aggregates for each of these different approaches was mainly visual examination using optical 

microscopy and SEM. FTIR functionalization was used to confirm the APTES-GA reaction 

chemistry and antibody immobilization. TGA-FTIR analysis at each step for CNC, CNC-APTES, 

CNC-GA, CNC-antibody (antiCEA, antiAFP, and antiPSA) and CNC-antigen (CEA, AFP, and 

PSA), provided the thermal degradation properties and information on the functional groups from 

the evolved gas IR spectra. QCM-D experiments were used to quantify each step of the CNC 

modification scheme including antibody immobilization and antigen binding. It also highlighted 

the advantage of modifying dispersed CNC instead of assembled films; more binding was achieved 

on dispersion modified CNC due to the entire surface being accessible for antibody 

immobilization. In terms of antibody-antigen binding, the greatest binding of ~6000 ng/m2 was 

achieved for CEA antigen adsorption on the CNC-antiCEA surface prepared from a dispersion 

reaction scheme in QCM-D. The maximum detection capabilities of the other two surfaces namely 

CNC-antiAFP and CNC-antiPSA were 286 and 312 ng/m2. 
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From the QCM-D specificity results, the antibody CEA showed highest affinity to CEA as 

compared to other the two antigens (AFP and PSA). The antibody PSA showed cross-reactivity 

towards CEA, whereas antibody AFP cross-reacted with both CEA and PSA. From the FA 

measurements, antibody CEA again showed highest affinity to CEA. There was huge associated 

error in FA measurements performed to confirm the specificity of antibody AFP to AFP. Finally, 

antibody PSA showed least affinity to PSA and cross-reacted with CEA and AFP. Therefore, the 

specificity results obtained from both QCM-D and FA were in close agreement in terms of 

confirming the specificity of CEA antibody to CEA.  

 These results of this research highlight that sulfated CNC can be used for antibody 

immobilization and are an interesting green material for biosensors. It provides a comprehensive 

idea of the merits and challenges in developing antibody-immobilized CNC surfaces via different 

methods and potential issues of cross-reactivity for biosensors based on antibody-antigen binding. 

It provides a first step in developing point of care biosensors for the detection of biomarkers.  
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